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A MESSAGE FROM THE
EMPEROR

stats. To be honest at the time I created stats for her in
the Star Wars Rebels Season 1 Sourcebook I had never
watched The Clone Wars and had an active dislike for the
character in general. If anything, Ahsoka in the Rebels
sourcebook is underpowered. I would love to hear from you
guys how you think she and Sixth Brother turned out.

I have to say, I really enjoyed this book and appreciated
the limitations the author was under by Lucas when
putting it together. It was also nice to see the use of
characters from other media. Such as Sixth Brother who
appears in a few issues of Darth Vader: Lord of the Sith. I
was also equally disappointed at times. Especially with the
lack of detail for the Fardis Clan, Black Sun wanting
Ahsoka a smuggling pilot, and the quick defeat of Sixth
Brother at the end. With that being said though, there was
an introduction of some very cool things in that fight.
Ahsoka using the Force to attack Sixth Brothers joins, hips
and grip to throw off his fighting style. Unfortunately, how
Ahsoka cleanses his Kyber crystals and creates her white
lightsabers was underwhelming in the extreme. All-in-all,
still an enjoyable for a Young Reader book.

Current projects are The Clone Wars sourcebook(s) and
conversions of Rise of the Separatists and Fall of the
Republic. Be sure to keep an eye for this in the near
future. Until next time … may the Force be with you!
Emperor Ollie
shootingwomprats@gmail.com

Some of you who have been watching my stat blocks
over the years will notice that the Ahsoka from 18 BBY and
the Ahsoka from 4 BBY are very similar when it comes to
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CHAPTER 1: AHSOKA

befriends a local farmer girl named Kaeden Larte. Ahsoka
settles into the abandoned home of a woman named
Cietra, who moved out after getting married. Her first job
with Kaeden is to repair a damaged thresher. After chatting
with Kaeden, she agrees to work for Kaeden in return for
ration packs. While adjusting to her new life on Raada,
Ahsoka reminisces about R2-D2 and having to hide her
Force powers. Kaeden talks about the Togruta newcomer
with her fourteen year old sister Miara Larte, the farmer
Tibbola, and their crew lead Vartan. At Vartan's suggestion,
they decide to invite Ahsoka to Selda's cantina.
Despite some hesitance, Ahsoka meets Kaeden at
Selda's and befriends her farming crew, including Vartan,
the Sullustan woman Malat, and the twins Hoban and
Neera. Ahsoka learns that Kaeden and Miara lost their
parents in an accident and were taken in by Vartan. When
Kaeden asks about her background, Ahsoka claims that
she is an orphan. The manager Selda takes an interest in
Ahsoka, and asks if she is a refugee from the Core Worlds.
Ahsoka remains nonchalant about her past. Meanwhile,
the Imperial bureaucrat Jenneth Pilar ruminates about
exploiting Raada's resources.

BOOK SUMMARY
EXPOSITION

During the Siege of Mandalore, the former Padawan
Ahsoka Tano led the Grand Army of the Republic's assault
against Darth Maul's forces. Following a lightsaber duel,
she manages to trap Maul inside a ray shield. A year after
the establishment of the Galactic Empire, Ahsoka is in
hiding on the planet Thabeska. Adopting the pseudonym
"Ashla," she finds refuge and work with the Fardi clan, a
powerful and wealthy local family involved in smuggling. On
the first Empire Day, the Fardi nieces come to her house to
inform her that there are Imperial officers in town, who
want to meet all the new people. Eager to stay out of the
Empire's eye, Ahsoka tells the girls that she'll be at the
Fardi house later, and prepares to leave the planet. She
gathers her few belongings and heads for the spaceport,
setting her blaster to explode in order to lure the
stormtroopers on duty away from the ships. Ahsoka takes
one of the Fardis' freighters, mentally apologizing for the
theft.

HIDING ON RAADA

Ahsoka flees to the Outer Rim moon of Raada, a
remote farming settlement. Posing as a mechanic, Ahsoka
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After returning home, Ahsoka gets to work repairing
Tibbola's thresher. She reflects on her experiences during
the Great Jedi Purge, which coincided with her duel with
Maul. When the clone troopers, with the exception of her
friend Rex, turned on her, Ahsoka was forced to flee with
Rex into hiding. Amidst the chaos, Maul escaped. After
falsifying their deaths and digging a false grave, with
Ahsoka leaving her lightsabers there to sell the deception,
the two agreed to split up and head to the Outer Rim.
Ahsoka also wonders about the fate of her former master
Anakin Skywalker.
As time passes, Ahsoka becomes the village's
mechanic and develops a rapport with Kaeden and Miara.
She also explores the nearby hills and caves, which she
identifies as a potential hiding place in the event of
trouble. While meditating in the nearby caves, Ahsoka
senses the arrival of an Imperial Star Destroyer; signifying
that the Empire has come to Raada. After panicking that
the Empire has found her, Ahsoka decides to stay calm.
Later at Selda's canteen, she and the local farming crew
talk about the new Imperial presence, believing they have
come to exploit the moon's agriculture. Ahsoka learns to
play the game crokin and witnesses an Imperial officer and
stormtroopers visiting the canteen.

BUILDING A RESISTANCE MOVEMENT

When stormtroopers visit her place the following day,
Ahsoka uses a Jedi mind trick to convince them not to
reassign her on the grounds that her work is important to
food production. Later, she goes to the local spaceport and
manages to retrieve her starship after some haggling with
an Imperial officer. After hiding her ship, she meets with
her farming friends at the canteen. Ahsoka learns that
Malat and her husband are moving to take up work on the

planet Sullust. Ahsoka claims that her ship was stolen.
She also learns from Kaeden that the Imperials have
added two hours to every shift. She and the farmers then
witness the ill-tempered Tibbola getting into a fight with an
Imperial officer. Ahsoka and the others watch in horror as
the officer executes Tibbola.
After the Imperials have left, Ahsoka advises Kaeden
and the other farmers to resist the Empire by slowing crop
production. Two weeks later, the slow crop production
leads the Empire to increase the work shifts without
increasing food rations or breaks. Ahsoka spends her days
smuggling food, medical supplies, and water recyclers to
the caves. She learns from Vartan that the new Imperial
crops leach the soils, devastating Raada. Ahsoka briefs the
farmers about her plans to smuggle supplies into the
caves and start a resistance movement. Meanwhile,
Jenneth Pilar reflects on his posting to Raada, regarding
the moon as a backwater. Kaeden, Hoban, and Miara
debate whether to support "Ashla's" plans.
Later, Ahsoka reflects on her reasons for leaving the
Fardi family. She saved several of the younger Fardis,
including four-year-old Hedala, from falling to their deaths
with her Force powers. She later discovered that Hedala
herself was Force-sensitive. To avoid arousing the Empire's
attention, she decided to flee Thabeska. While "Ashla" is
away, Kaeden and Miara talk about the Togruta offworlder's
plans to start up a resistance movement. Miara is
assembling explosives. Later, "Ashla" returns with supplies.
For the next two days, Miara assembles explosives while
Ahsoka and Kaeden set up a door for their cave. Four days
later, Vartan tells Ahsoka that eight crews (roughly forty
farmers) are prepared to support her plan.

UPRISING ON RAADA

Later, Ahsoka leads a team consisting of Miara, Neera,
and the Rodian Kolvin in planting corrosive charges on the
Imperial walkers at the local spaceport. When Ahsoka
discovers that Miara has real explosives in her bag, she
confronts the younger girl and asks if she is planning her
own operations without her. Miara admits to Ahsoka that
Vartan has sent Kaeden and Hoban on an unauthorised
mission to target the administrative building. Ahsoka
orders them to return home. When Miara refuses to
abandon her older sister, Ahsoka changes her mind and
tells Miara and Neera to bring the charges.
As they approach the Imperial administrative building,
the first of Kaeden's bombs explode. From Neera, she
learns that Hoban split the group into three for each of the
doors of the Imperial building. The insurgents are also
armed with blasters. Ahsoka and Neera head to the
Imperial tanks in an attempt to disable them. She soon
finds Kaeden and her unit, who are pinned down by
Imperial fire. Hoban is killed throwing himself at Imperial
blasters. They are soon surrounded by stormtroopers,
whose lieutenant orders his men to execute the prisoners.
However, Ahsoka uses her Force powers to crush the

Imperials' blasters. Ahsoka and the Raadans take the
opportunity to flee. Kaeden angrily confronts Ahsoka about
her secret.
Following the attack, the Imperial bureaucrat Jenneth
Pilar ponders the loss of the Imperial walkers. Taking
interest in the presence of the Jedi, he taps into his
datapad. Back at the cave, the Raadian insurgents sedate
the grief-stricken Neera. Ahsoka reveals her true identity to
Kaeden and Miara. Kaeden is angry that she did not reveal
her true identity earlier since she could have saved Hoban.
While resting, Ahsoka is haunted by the face of Hedala
Fardi. Ahsoka later learns from Miara that Kaeden has run
off into town. She tells Miara to stay behind while she
follows Kaeden. Meanwhile, Kaeden is arrested by
stormtroopers outside Vartan's house.
In Imperial captivity, Kaeden is interrogated and
tortured by Imperial interrogators. With Kaeden facing the
death penalty, the Imperial commander offers to give her a
merciful death if she reveals where her friends are hiding
and the identity of the Jedi. Kaeden remains defiant
despite sustaining a broken arm. Ahsoka manages to
infiltrate the Imperial prison and rescue her. Using her
Force powers, Ahsoka manages to carry Kaeden out of a
high window. After escaping, Kaeden counsels Ahsoka to
take her ship and flee offworld since the Imperial
commander wants to kill her. Ahsoka promises to return to
Raada.

BACK TO THE GALAXY

In a flashback passage, Anakin Skywalker reflects on
his past while on a battlefield on Christophsis during the
Clone Wars, watching a shuttle fly in that, unbeknownst to
him, is carrying Ahsoka Tano into his life. Elsewhere,
Senator Bail Organa of the Alderaan sector studies a
report about the recent events on Raada. He takes interest
in the reported Jedi activity. His adopted daughter Leia
Organa is in the same room, mesmerized by the fish in his
aquarium. After deleting the report for security reasons,
Bail contacts Captain Raymus Antilles to get back R2-D2
for a sensitive mission. He then spends time with Leia,
hoping that she won't show any hint of her father's talents.
Elsewhere, the Inquisitor known as the Sixth Brother is on
Thabeska searching for a reported Force-sensitive when he
is recalled to deal with the Jedi presence on Raada.
After traveling through seven Outer Rim worlds, Ahsoka
decides to return to the Fardis. Her secondary motivation
is to check on the Force-sensitive Hedala. Upon returning
to Thabeska, she is greeted by the elder Fardi, who tells
her that there is always room for a good mechanic at his
home. Upon entering the Fardi home, Hedala tells Ahsoka
that she sensed there was a shadow while she was away.
Ahsoka spends time with the older Fardi sisters Makala
and Chenna, who ask about her travels. Ahsoka tells them
that she had found it difficult to go into hiding because as
a Togruta she sticks out.
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Five days later, Ahsoka asks Hedala about the shadow.
The little girl likens it to a dark sun with burning rays and
recalls that it disappeared one day. Ahsoka advises Hedala
to stay out of the shadow's way and to remain hidden.
Ahsoka believes that the shadow is a dark side creature,
recalling rumors of a dark lord serving the Emperor. Ahsoka
decides to remain in the Fardi household until it is safe for
her to leave. A week later, Fardi hires Ahsoka as a pilot.
She finds herself traveling to other cities on Thabeska and
making offworld trips. During that time, Ahsoka also sees
more of the Empire's oppression.
During an offworld cargo trip, Ahsoka picks up several
human passengers from an escape pod. The woman tells
them that their shuttle was attacked by pirates who took
several prisoners, and that they barely managed to
escape. The woman tells Ahsoka that her business was
underbid by a well-known firm for a large Imperial project.
While they were reworking the numbers to see if they could
match the lower bid, they were attacked. Ahsoka agrees to
help get back the woman's people and travels to the
coordinates. For once, Ahsoka feels good being a hero
again.

GETTING ENTANGLED

Meanwhile, the Sixth Brother arrives on Raada only to
learn that Ahsoka has fled offworld. He decides to leave
Raada and get the Jedi's attention. On Alderaan, Senator
Organa hires the pilots Chardri Tage and Tamsin to find
Ahsoka and then rendezvous with him. Later, Ahsoka
returns to the Fardi household on Thabeska. The Fardis
have been visited by several stormtroopers. The Fardi elder
vouches for Ahsoka and claims that she is his mechanic.
Hedala reassures Ahsoka that she did not sense any
shadows today. When the Imperials search her room, they
find scrap metal but deem it harmless.
Following the Imperial search, Fardi apologizes to
"Ashla" for the Empire pinning their activities on her. He
tells Ahsoka that he is aware that she has been using his
ships for mercy missions. To avoid further trouble from the
Imperials, Fardi advises Ahsoka to leave. She also tells
Fardi that his niece Hedala is special and to keep an eye
on her. Before leaving, Ahsoka bids farewell to Hedala.
After departing the Fardi household on her ship, Ahsoka
travels to a remote world. She lands her ship, but is soon
followed by a starship belonging to an agent of Black Sun.
On Tatooine, the fugitive Obi-Wan Kenobi meditates in
the Force. He is haunted by memories of the past,
including Anakin's betrayal, until the Force spirit of Qui-Gon
Jinn counsels him to let go of his attachments. After
traveling offworld to investigate sightings of the Jedi
fugitive, the Sixth Brother returns to Raada. In order to lure
Ahsoka out of hiding, he decides to hunt down her friend
Kaeden. Meanwhile, in the hills of Raada, Kaeden and her
sister Miara are hiding in the caves. They sense an
approaching figure and decide to retreat deeper into the
caves. Elsewhere, the Imperial bureaucrat Jenneth Pilar
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makes preparations to pack since the harvest is
approaching.
Meanwhile, Ahsoka rebuffs the Black Sun agent's
attempt to recruit her and flees on her freighter. The Black
Sun agent pursues her in her ship. A third, larger ship
arrives and attacks the Black Sun vessel. Ahsoka then tries
to flee into hyperspace, but is caught in the tractor beam
of the third vessel. Back on Raada, Kaeden, Miara, and
the others hide from the Sixth Brother. The Inquisitor
manages to force Kaeden out of hiding by threatening to
kill her companions. Miara attempts to follow her sister,
but Neera stuns her with Kaeden's consent. When she
surrenders, he reneges on his promise and kills many of
her fellow farmers with his double-bladed spinning
lightsaber. Kolvin and Neera are killed, but her sister Miara
survives. The Sixth Brother then takes Kaeden prisoner.

AN OLD ALLY

Ahsoka's freighter is drawn into the hold of Chardri
Tage's ship. Tage and Tamsin greet her, but Ahsoka knocks
them out, believing them to be hostile. She soon
encounters R2-D2 aboard Tage's ship, and convinces her
old friend to release the tractor beam on her ship to
escape. She also gets Artoo to transmit the coordinates of
the ship he is traveling in. After receiving Tage's report,
Senator Organa travels to the coordinates in his CR90
corvette Tantive IV. He rendezvouses with Tage's ship and
picks up Artoo, reuniting him with C-3PO. Upon studying
the security footage from Tage's ship, he discovers a single
frame of footage showing Ahsoka's montrals visible above
a crate, and jubilantly identifies her as the Jedi he is after.
Entering his office, Bail then discovers that Ahsoka has
smuggled herself aboard the Tantive IV, as he turns on the
light to discover her sitting at his desk, wearing a
spacesuit.
She tells a bemused Organa that Artoo opened the
hatch for her as soon as he got on board the Tantive IV.
Ahsoka had hidden her ship on one of the asteroids in the
system. Ahsoka tells Organa that she did not come with
Chardri Tage because she does not trust someone who
employs a tractor beam before a hello. Bail informs
Ahsoka that he is forming a rebellion, and is recruiting
people to fight against the Empire. Ahsoka is haunted by
memories of the Clone Wars, but Bail reassures her that
she can join forces with him. Bail agrees to help her
protect Force-sensitive children before assigning her a new
mission.
Senator Organa briefs Ahsoka about the Sixth Brother
on Raada. After meditating in the Force and recalling her
experiences as a Youngling forging her lightsaber on Ilum,
Ahsoka tells Organa about her plan. In an interlude
chapter, kyber crystals are shown growing on the ice planet
of Ilum. It is revealed that dark side crystals are made by
using the Force to bleed them red. The Galactic Empire
sends ships to plunder Ilum for its kyber crystals. However,

other crystals grow in the wilderness untouched by the
Empire.

EVACUATION OF RAADA

Following the briefing, Ahsoka travels to Raada on her
freighter, turning down Organa's offer to provide backup.
When Ahsoka tells Organa that she is not a Jedi anymore,
he tells her that she sounds and acts like one. On the way
to Raada, Ahsoka visits Ilum and discovers that the Empire
has carved up great chunks of the planet for some
unknown purpose. Returning to Raada, she lands her ship
on the opposite side of the moon from the main town.
Ahsoka heads back to the caves and encounters a
distraught Miara. Miara tells her that the others were killed
and that Kaeden was taken prisoner by a "gray creature".
Miara agrees to help Ahsoka rescue her sister by acting as
her lookout.
Ahsoka discovers that the Empire's over-harvesting has
ruined Raada's fields. Ahsoka sends Miara to Selda with
news of the impending rescue while she heads towards
the Imperial compound. In the main street, Ahsoka
encounters the Sixth Brother. Following a verbal exchange,
Ahsoka engages in a lightsaber duel with the Inquisitor.
During the fight, the Inquisitor tries to intimidate Ahsoka by
activating the spinning mode of his lightsaber. However,
Ahsoka cracks the cylindrical hilt with the touch of her
hand, causing it to explode. The Sixth Brother is killed in
the explosion. She retrieves the kyber crystals from her
fallen foe. After meditating with the Force, she succeeds in
turning them back to their natural color: the brightest
white. These crystals are used to forge her new white
lightsabers.
Ahsoka then fights her way into the Imperial compound
and manages to rescue an injured Kaeden from her cell.
While still inside the compound, Kaeden confesses her
feelings for her. She and Kaeden head to Selda's cantina,
where they reunite with Miara and Selda. Ahsoka tells her
friends of her plan to evacuate the town. As they evacuate
the population, Organa's A-wings assault the Imperial
compound, shooting down several Imperial fighters. Two Awings are shot down, with one pilot managing to eject and
the other killed when his craft crashes into the Imperial
compound.
Bail sent three ships, including the Tantive IV, and they
begin evacuating the village. Three Imperial tanks bombard
the evacuees. Armed with her twin lightsabers, Ahsoka
slices through one of the tanks, causing it to explode and
overturn a nearby tank. Ahsoka heads towards the third
tank but is too late to stop it from wounding Vartan. She
uses the Force to rip the tank's turret apart. Ahsoka picks
up the wounded Vartan and carries him aboard the Tantive
IV. Onboard, Ahsoka reunites with Kaeden and promises to
meet again.

JOINING THE REBELLION

Following the evacuation of Raada, Ahsoka smuggles
her way aboard the Tantive III to talk to Organa. Before she
enters his office, she overhears him talking to his
daughter, Leia, telling her to tell her mother he'll see them
both soon. Organa won't be surprised by a Jedi break-in
twice and invites Ahsoka inside. She asks the Senator if
he's showing his vulnerabilities to put her at ease, and he
tells her that the whole galaxy knows he's a family man
and that the Empire is counting on it as they think it
means Organa will be more amenable to certain
suggestions. Ahsoka asks Organa if he worries about his
daughter, and he replies that Leia is already a lot like her
mother. Ahsoka thinks that Organa might be trying to test
her somehow, but as she doesn't know the answer she lets
it pass.
The two discuss the recent events on Raada, including
Captain Antilles' report that they only sustained fifteen
casualties, including one A-wing pilot and fourteen
evacuees. Vartan survived his injuries due to treatment
from Antilles' medical staff. Senator Organa offers to settle
the Raadan refugees, who number a few hundred, on
Alderaan. Ahsoka tells Organa that the refugees want to
help the rebellion, so Organa agrees to send them to a
different planet, where they can grow food for the rebels.
Ahsoka shows Organa her newly acquired lightsabers and
explains how she healed their kyber crystals. She points
out that what happened on Raada and with Tamsin and
Tage shows that the rebels need better channels of
communication, and offers to help with that. Senator
Organa inducts Ahsoka into the Rebellion, and she tells
him to call her Fulcrum.
Elsewhere, the Grand Inquisitor surveys the charred
fields of Raada. After inspecting Ahsoka's work, he sets a
course back to base and tells his crew to inform Darth
Vader that they have found evidence of another survivor.

CONTINUITY

Chapter 9 of Ahsoka contains an editing error in which
Vartan refers to Ahsoka Tano as "Ahsoka" rather than
"Ashla," the assumed name he knows her as. This was
corrected in the UK Paperback edition.
The interlude between chapters 15 and 16 of Ahsoka,
which takes place during the opening scenes of the Clone
Wars film, states that Anakin "surveyed the battlefield
below him for the hundredth time since the shooting had
stopped" before a "Republic messenger ship" breaks
"through the Separatist blockade," and that he "told his
clone commandos to hold their positions and then went off
to meet Obi-Wan." In the film, however, the ship arrives
moments after the droids retreat, and Anakin and Obi-Wan
leave together.
Differences with The Clone Wars: Season Seven
The four-part grand finale of Star Wars: The Clone
Wars, released as part of the series' seventh and final
5

season in 2020, contradicts the novel on almost all details
given regarding the Siege of Mandalore and Ahsoka and
Rex's survival and escape from Order 66.

they only have one starship, in contrast to the novel's
description of them leaving separately because they
acquired two ships.

In the novel, Anakin and Ahsoka's final conversation
where he returns her lightsabers to her is described as him
warning his former apprentice of Maul being "crafty" and
"having no mercy" in him, whereas the episode "Old
Friends Not Forgotten" simply has Anakin wishing Ahsoka
good luck and them discussing how her lightsabers now
have blue blades. The weapons' new color are another
contradiction, as her first pair of lightsabers was described
as having their original green and green-yellow blades in
the original edition of the novel. Later editions, however,
were updated to describe the sabers as blue.

Another retcon involves a weapons belt Ahsoka
possesses in the novel, which states that she wore it
during the Siege of Mandalore and used it to carry her
lightsabers. The TV series gives her a Mandaloriandesigned combat outfit that lacks a separate belt and has
built-in catches on her hips for Ahsoka to carry her
weapons.

"The Phantom Apprentice" presents a version of Maul's
capture different from that of the novel's prologue. In the
novel, Ahsoka's final duel with him occurs in a plaza, she
uses the fight to lure him to a place where her allies
ensnare him in a ray shield, and their final conversation is
an exchange of taunts about him being "half a Sith" and
her not being a proper Jedi. In the episode, the final duel
takes place on the support beams of Sundari's bio-dome,
their conversation is about his earlier offer to her to join
him to defeat Darth Sidious, and she defeats him after
being disarmed when she manages to knock him off of a
beam before catching him in midair with the Force, at
which point Rex arrives with backup in several gunships,
two Nite Owl warriors restrain Maul with their wrist-cables,
and Rex stuns him. The novel also has Maul address
Ahsoka as "Lady Tano" as he did in "Twilight of the
Apprentice" and it is mentioned that he got it from the
clone troopers, who called her that as a form of respect
since she was no longer part of the Republic Military.
However, in the episodes, the clones call Ahsoka
"Commander" in reference to her former rank of Jedi
Commander up until the issuing of Order 66, and "Lady
Tano" is not used by anyone.
In the novel, it is implied that Order 66 occurs on
Mandalore shortly after Maul's capture and the end of the
Siege, and that he escapes in the confusion. "Shattered"
instead has Order 66 occur on a starship, with Ahsoka
letting Maul out of his confinement to distract the clones.
"Victory and Death" then retcons the flashback scene
where Ahsoka is depicted abandoning her lightsabers at a
false grave created for Rex with the body of another clone
to fake their deaths: in the episode, Ahsoka and Rex
escape from the Venator-class Star Destroyer before it
crash-lands on a moon, killing everyone else still aboard.
Ahsoka does abandon her lightsaber at a grave site, but
the ones she and Rex dug to bury everyone whose body
they could find. The change means that Rex leaves with
his armor, instead of dressing another clone's body in it as
was done in the novel. Additionally, Ahsoka is only seen
leaving behind one of her lightsabers, with the fate of her
shoto lightsaber not being shown on-screen. Finally,
Ahsoka and Rex are implied to leave the moon together as
6

CHAPTER 2:
CHARACTERS
RAYMUS ANTILLES

A human male, Raymus Antilles hailed from the
influential and peaceful planet of Alderaan. He was
schooled in diplomacy and became a capable starship
pilot. Eventually, he came to work for the House of Organa,
being entrusted to transport its members across the
galaxy. As such, he served in the command staff of
Senator Bail Prestor Organa, husband to Queen Breha of
Alderaan. Towards the end of the Clone Wars, Antilles
piloted the CR70 corvette Tantive III for Bail.
IMPERIAL ERA
During the fall of the Galactic Republic and the early
days of the Galactic Empire, Antilles was captain of the
Tantive III. He was present when Bail saved Jedi Masters
Yoda and Obi-Wan Kenobi from the Great Jedi Purge. After
the birth of Padmé Amidala's twins Luke Skywalker and
Leia Organa, Antilles was given charge of Amidala's two
droids, R2-D2 and C-3PO, and was instructed to wipe the
latter's memory. Antilles knew that Leia was Bail's adopted
daughter and over the years began to serve her as well as
her father, but did not know the truth about her birth
parents.
EARLY REBELLION
A year after the fall of the Republic, Antilles was
present when former Jedi Padawan Ahsoka Tano broke
onto the Tantive IV and into Bail's quarters to discuss
joining the rebellion. Concerned about Bail's safety, Antilles
abruptly entered Bail's quarters with a security team whilst
he was talking to Tano, but Bail assured him that she was
a friend. Shortly after, Antilles was having a conversation
with Bail in the Tantive IV's mess hall, when Tano
approached the pair to devise a plan to help her remaining
friends on the moon Raada. Once signaled by Tano,
Antilles and the Tantive IV, along with several other
transports and A-wings, traveled to Raada to help
evacuate the farmers on the moon from Imperial
occupation.
Over the following years, Antilles carefully steered the
Tantive IV through countless Imperial blockades and

checkpoints, always able to avoid suspicion and detection.
Antilles also served alongside Toshma Jefkin for years,
sharing many close encounters with Imperial forces.



Captain Raymus Antilles

Type: Starship Captain
DEXTERITY 3D+1
Blaster 6D, brawling parry 4D, dodge 4D+2, melee
combat 4D, melee parry 4D+1
KNOWLEDGE 2D+1
Bureaucracy 4D+1, cultures 4D, intimidation 5D+1,
languages 4D, law enforcement 4D, planetary systems
5D, tactics 4D+1, willpower 4D+2
MECHANICAL 3D+2
Astrogation 7D, capital ship gunnery 7D, capital ship
piloting 7D+1, capital ship shields 6D+2,
communications 4D+1, repulsorlift operation 4D+1,
space transports 6D, sensors 4D+1, starfighter
piloting 5D, starship gunnery 5D+2
PERCEPTION 3D+1
Command 5D+2, con 4D+1, persuasion 4D+2,
search 4D+1
STRENGTH 2D+2
Brawling 3D+2
TECHNICAL 2D+2
Capital ship repair 5D, capital ship weapon repair
4D+2, computer programming/repair 5D+1, space
transport repair 4D, starship weapon repair 4D
Force Points: 1
Character Points: 7
Move: 10
Equipment: Blaster pistol (4D), comlink
Source: GG XX: Revenge of the Sith (p.XX),
modifications by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: F. Star Wars: Episode III Revenge of the
Sith, N. Ahsoka, C. Star Wars Adventures 9: "Trouble
Again", YA. Leia, Princess of Alderaan, F. Rogue One: A
Star Wars Story, N. From a Certain Point of View:
"Raymus", F. Star Wars: Episode IV A New Hope

CIETRA
PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
A loyal servant to the royal family of Alderaan, Raymus
Antilles was a level-headed captain entrusted by Bail
Organa's command staff. Antilles' main priority was the
safety of Bail Organa and his family, willing to break with a
security team into Bail's quarters to protect him if he felt
that there was any danger. Antilles was very dutiful to
Organa, as demonstrated when the Viceroy entrusted him
with wiping out the memory of C-3PO.
Antilles loved and cared for his beloved wife and their
two young daughters, whom he had barely seen, it wasn't
because for the lack of his love for them, but because he
loved them so much that he was determined to give
everything to ensure they could live the life they deserved.
Raymus Antilles was a human male who stood 1.88
meters and had Light skin, brown eyes and brown hair.

A female individual who lived on the moon Raada in a
house later claimed by Ahsoka Tano when she arrived
there. She moved out of the house after getting married.
Tano found the house in such a mess that she assumed
Cietra couldn't have been much of a cleaner.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

FARDI

A human male living on the planet Thabeska during the
first year of the Galactic Empire. He was the head of a
branch of the Fardi clan, and protective of his many
nieces.
 Fardi: all stats 2D except for: Knowledge 3D+1,

bureaucracy 5D, business 5D+2, law enforcement
4D, planetary systems 5D+1, streetwise 5D+2,
value 5D+2, willpower 4D, Mechanical 2D+2,
astrogation 4D+2, repulsorlift operation 3D+2,
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space transports 5D, Perception 2D+2, bargain
6D+1, con 4D+2, persuasion 4D+2, repulsorlift
repair 4D+1, space transport repair 4D+1. Move:
10.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

strong enough in the Force to track it to its source,
resulting in him leaving. Hedala later confided in Ahsoka,
who advised her to stay away from the "shadow" should
she sense it again. Ahsoka later told Hedala's uncle Fardi
to safeguard the youngest of the clan because she was
"special". Hedala was saddened by Ahsoka's departure.

CHENNA FARDI

A human female living on the planet Thabeska during
the first year of the Galactic Empire.
 Chenna Fardi: all stats 2D except for: Knowledge

1D+2, Mechanical 1D+2, Technical 1D+1. Move:
10.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

HEDALA FARDI

A Force-sensitive human female living on the planet
Thabeska during the first year of the Galactic Empire. She
was four years old and the youngest member of a branch
of the Fardi clan, a wealthy smuggler family on Thabeska.
Hedala was Force-sensitive, and able to sense danger
from afar. While the Togruta former Jedi Padawan Ahsoka
Tano was working as a mechanic and courier pilot for the
Fardis, she befriended Hedala. Although most people
could not distinguish between the various female cousins
of Hedala's branch of the Fardi clan, everyone
remembered Hedala. Her cousin Chenna joked that this
meant that Hedala would not be successful in a life of
crime. Hedala's Force talents also made her extremely
good at many of the games she played with her cousins,
including a throwing game. Her cousins became so used
to it that they didn't find anything unusual about her skill.
Two months before the one-year anniversary of
Palpatine's ascension as Emperor, Ahsoka was working on
one of the Fardis' droids when she saw several of the
youngest Fardi cousins, including Hedala, playing in the
shipyard, which they weren't allowed to do. Ahsoka was
about to shoo them away when a stack of crates the
children were playing on began to fall, so she used the
Force to save the children's lives. The other children did
not realize what had happened, but Ahsoka saw Hedala,
who was too young to be included in the game, watching
with a fascinated look on her face. Ahsoka was certain
that Hedala was the only one who had seen and
understood what she had done, and three days later, she
saw Hedala use telekinesis to move a small stone.
Shortly after the Empire Day festivities, when Ahsoka
had left Thabeska in an attempt to avoid Imperial
attention, Hedala sensed a "shadow" in the Force, which
turned out to be the Inquisitor known as the Sixth Brother.
The Sixth Brother had come to Thabeska after receiving
reports of a Force-sensitive on the planet, but he was not
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 Hedala Fardi: all stats 2D except for: Knowledge

1D+2, Mechanical 1D+2, Technical 1D+1. SQ:
Force-Sensitive. Move: 10.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

MAKALA FARDI

A human female living on the planet Thabeska during
the first year of the Galactic Empire. She was a member of
the Fardi clan, and the older sister of Hedala Fardi.
 Makala Fardi: all stats 2D except for: Knowledge

1D+2, Mechanical 1D+2, Technical 1D+1. Move:
10.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

THE GRAND INQUISITOR

The Pau'an male who would one day become the Grand
Inquisitor hailed from the planet Utapau, where he was
born over fifteen years prior to the Invasion of Naboo. At
some point, he became a member of the Jedi Order and

rose to the rank of Jedi Knight. As a Jedi, he served in the
Jedi Temple Guard, a group of Jedi tasked with defending
the Jedi Temple on Coruscant. During his time as a Jedi
Knight, he would develop a hatred unbecoming of a Jedi
for Chief Librarian Jocasta Nu, for when he would go to the
Jedi Archives to read datafiles, he would be watched
closely by her, as she deemed him as unfit for education.
TRIAL OF AHSOKA TANO
During the Clone Wars, in a period of protests against
the Jedi High Council for their continued leadership over
the war between the Galactic Republic and the
Confederacy of Independent Systems, a bombing at the
Jedi Temple rocked the Jedi Order. Although the true culprit
was Padawan Barriss Offee, who believed that the Jedi
Order had lost its way and were the true villains in the war
against the Confederacy, she framed her friend and fellow
Padawan Ahsoka Tano for the crime. Tano fled into the
Coruscant underworld, away from the Grand Army of the
Republic forces that pursued her, but she was eventually
captured and brought to the Jedi Temple. She was brought
before the Jedi Council, who stripped her of her Padawan
status and expelled her from the Jedi Order. The future
Grand Inquisitor was one of the guardsmen who led Tano
from the Jedi Temple, and she was ultimately brought to
trial before Supreme Chancellor Palpatine. During the trial,
Tano's master, Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker, uncovered
Offee's duplicity and had her arrested. The future Grand
Inquisitor was one of the guards who escorted Offee into
the trial, where she admitted her guilt in front of the
chancellor and was subsequently taken away by the
guards. Tano was exonerated, but she refused to rejoin the
Jedi Order and chose to seek a new path.
FALL TO THE DARK SIDE
The events with Offee and Tano left the future Grand
Inquisitor feeling disaffected, and he lost faith in the Jedi
Order. This left him susceptible to the pull of the dark side
of the Force, and ultimately fell to the dark side. However,
the Pau'an was still a Jedi by the time the Clone Wars
ended, as he was a survivor of Order 66.
At the end of the war, the Supreme Chancellor—
secretly Darth Sidious, the Dark Lord of the Sith—
transformed the Republic into the Galactic Empire and
declared himself Emperor of the galaxy. During this time,
Sidious recruited him to become Grand Inquisitor of the
Inquisitorius.
AGE OF THE EMPIRE
The Inquisitor came into the service of the Empire and
the Sith, though he was not a Sith himself. When the
Inquisitor entered the Jedi Temple's Archives, he was
confronted by the Sith Lord Darth Vader, who was once
Anakin Skywalker before his own fall to the dark side. He
and Vader then fought each other until Vader damaged his
lightsaber. The fight was then stopped by the Emperor, who
explained to Lord Vader who the Inquisitor and the

Inquisitorius were. They then went to the Inquisitorius
Headquarters in The Works to meet with the other
Inquisitors.
Vader then tasked the Inquisitor with hunting down and
eliminating any Jedi who had survived Order 66, the order
given to the clone troopers of the Grand Army of the
Republic to destroy the Jedi Order. To accomplish this task,
the Inquisitor was trained in the ways of the dark side and
studied the records of the Jedi Temple in order to better
know his enemies.
One such Jedi that the Inquisitor led to their death was
Jedi Master Luminara Unduli. After the execution of Order
66, Unduli was captured and held in the Spire, a former
Separatist-turned-Imperial prison on Stygeon Prime. At her
end, Unduli was in the presence of the Inquisitor, who
stood in the doorway of her cell as she walked into an
execution chamber and died. The Inquisitor kept her
remains in the prison cell, using them to lure other Jedi to
their deaths when they heard rumors that Unduli was still
alive. A holographic recording of Unduli and her execution
was kept by the Empire as part of this ruse.
Rising to the rank of Grand Inquisitor, he led other
members of the Inquisitorius. Among these Inquisitors
were dark warriors such as the Second Sister, the Fifth
Brother, the Sixth Brother, the Seventh Sister, the Eighth
Brother and the Ninth Sister. Like the Grand Inquisitor,
these Inquisitors had their roots in the Jedi Order. As the
Grand Inquisitor, the dark side adept hunted down and
dueled the former Jedi Padawan Naq Med. His lightsaber
was damaged in the duel and Med escaped. At another
point, the Grand Inquisitor took Force-sensitive children
from an orphanage on Gaaten. One night when he went to
the orphanage, he was confronted by a surviving Jedi, Kira
Vantala, to which the Grand Inquisitor expressed his shock,
believing her to be a weak Jedi. The Inquisitor was
defeated by Vantala and a refugee named Elish, and never
returned to the orphanage.
EVIDENCE OF ANOTHER SURVIVOR
One year after the rise of the Galactic Empire, the
Grand Inquisitor was alerted of the presence of a Forcesensitive being old enough to have received Jedi training
on the farming moon of Raada. Though he wanted to hunt
down the supposed Jedi himself, he was needed
elsewhere, and the task instead went to the Sixth Brother,
who then went to Raada to lay a trap for the Forcesensitive. However, he was killed in the following battle,
and the Jedi, as well as the farmers who had rebelled
against the recent occupation, escaped. Meanwhile, the
Grand Inquisitor was alerted to the situation and traveled
to the moon with a fleet of Star Destroyers to provide
backup, but by the time they arrived, the insurgents were
gone. The Grand Inquisitor personally examined the
damage done by the battle and discovered the corpse of
the Sixth Brother. Though annoyed by the incompetence
and recklessness of his subordinate, the Grand Inquisitor
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was impressed by what the Jedi had done. He then went
back to his ship and instructed his agents to set a course
back to base and to inform Darth Vader that they had
found evidence of another survivor—who was, in fact,
Ahsoka Tano, Anakin Skywalker's former Padawan.
PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
A male Pau'an, the Grand Inquisitor had furrowed
ashen white skin, stood 1.98 meters in height, and
weighed 80 kilograms. Prior to his fall to the dark side, his
eyes had gray sclerae and silver irises and pupils, along
with light red markings around his eyes and down the sides
of his face. After his fall, the Grand Inquisitor's sclerae and
pupils turned black and his irises became yellow with red
rims. He also adorned his face with dark side tattoos inked
in the same shade of red as human blood, striking fear
into targets and subordinates alike. Although he was a
physical opponent for Jedi and tapped into the dark side of
the Force, he did not appear overly emotional, instead
operating as a cold and analytical mind. Whatever intensity
he showed was a result of his purpose in completing his
mission.
Through the dark side, the Grand Inquisitor was able to
learn about individual Jedi and use their secrets against
them. He studied the records of the Jedi Temple to not
only identify Jedi but also have an understanding of their
combat forms and traditions. His knowledge was extensive
enough that he could identify who a Jedi was trained by,
such as when he identified Depa Billaba as Jarrus' Jedi
Master, and identify their fighting style in 10.6 seconds.
He utilized this, like his lightsaber, to inflict an opponent
with fear, which was his most powerful weapon against his
enemies. Once in combat, he did not show mercy, having
been tasked with judging and eliminating Jedi survivors.
The Inquisitor also supported Captain Piers Roddance's
view that the Empire needed to purge itself of all weakness
and regarded compassion as the most insidious weakness.
After realizing he had been defeated by Jarrus, the
Grand Inquisitor chose death rather than face the wrath of
his Master for his failure. He could not truly escape Vader,
however, as the Dark Lord continued to use the Pau'an's
spirit for his personal needs. After years of serving as
Vader's watchdog on Tempes, the Inquisitor believed that
he would be cursed to do so for eternity.
POWERS AND ABILITIES
The Grand Inquisitor was a practitioner of the dark side
of the Force and trained in lightsaber combat, having
learned to use and counter all seven forms recognized by
the Jedi Order. He wielded a double-bladed lightsaber,
which he used in multiple settings: single-bladed, doublebladed, as well as double-bladed with the blades spinning
on the hilt. In addition to using the weapon to unnerve his
enemies, he wielded it in order to quickly and efficiently
end combat with as little effort as was required. This
allowed him to skillfully execute the Jedi he encountered.
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The Inquisitor also demonstrated skill in the use of dual
blades to the point of using a single-bladed lightsaber and
his double-bladed spinning lightsaber at the same time,
such as when he fended off a giant fyrnock in Fort Anaxes.
The Grand Inquisitor held some skill in Makashi, able to
hold the upper hand against Kanan Jarrus twice whilst
using the form before quickly defeating him. He would
sometimes use a one-handed dueling technique not unlike
that of Count Dooku, a Makashi master.
In addition to being a formidable lightsaber duelist, the
Grand Inquisitor was skilled in the use of telekinesis. He
possessed enough telekinetic power to push Kanan Jarrus
clear across a hall and throw his lightsaber with lethal
precision. The Inquisitor had a keen Force Sense, which he
demonstrated during his pursuit of Kanan Jarrus and Ezra
Bridger on Empire Day. While interrogating Kanan, the
Inquisitor demonstrated an affinity for mind tricks and the
mind probe, allowing to potentially compel his victims to
divulge information or to scan their thoughts and emotions
for it. He was also a skilled pilot, and commonly
demonstrated his competence in flying a TIE prototype
while hunting rebels.
Even in death, the Grand Inquisitor was a force to be
reckoned with. He served as a formidable opponent to the
young Luke Skywalker, although the boy was able to best
him in combat. As a spirit, the Inquisitor was able to float
above the ground and interact physically with his
surroundings, similar to the light side's Force spirits. He
could also be injured in this state, noticeably grimacing in
pain and evaporating into the air after Skywalker cut off his
ghostly hand and slashed his chest. These wounds,
however, were not permanent, as the Inquisitor was later
able to reform.
EQUIPMENT
The Jedi Knight who would become the Grand Inquisitor
wore formal robes and an identity-concealing mask during
the days of the Jedi Order, the ultimate expression of
emotional detachment required in service to a higher
calling. He also carried a folding lightsaber pike, a thick
and imposing double-bladed weapon that produced a
distinctive yellow blade.
As an Inquisitor, he wore an Imperial style uniform and
on one occasion a hooded robe over his Imperial uniform.
During his flights in his TIE Advanced v1 starfighter, he
wore a Special Adjutant's Helmet. As a Pau'an, he wore
coverings to protect his hypersensitive ears. The Grand
Inquisitor carried his own gyroscopic double-bladed
lightsaber, a shared weapon among members of the
Inquisitorius. He used this lightsaber in order to intimidate
his opponents. In particular, he was able to throw
inexperienced Jedi off-balance. Because Jedi relied on
balanced emotions, the imbalance gave the Inquisitor an
edge in combat. He carried this weapon even as a spirit.



Grand Inquisitor

Type: Imperial Inquisitor
DEXTERITY 3D+2
Brawling parry 5D, dodge 6D, lightsaber 8D, melee
combat 6D+2, melee parry 8D+1, running 5D,
thrown weapons 4D+1
KNOWLEDGE 3D
Bureaucracy 5D+2, intimidation 5D, law enforcement
4D, planetary systems 4D, scholar: Jedi Lore 4D,
survival 4D+1, tactics 4D+2, willpower 5D+1
MECHANICAL 2D+1
Starfighter piloting 6D, starship gunnery 5D+2
PERCEPTION 4D
Command 5D+1, con 4D+2, investigation 5D,
persuasion 5D
STRENGTH 3D
Brawling 5D+2
TECHNICAL 2D
Lightsaber repair 6D
Special Abilities:
Low Light Vision: In low light situations Pau’ans can
see twice as far as a normal humans and get a +2D
modifier to Perception rolls involving vision.
Shadow Dwellers: Pau’ans get a +1 bonus to all skills
when in a shadowed environment
Force Skills: Control 8D+1, sense 7D+2, alter 7D

Force Powers (these are the known powers The
Inquisitor possessed and it is believed that he had
access to many other powers):
Control: Concentration, control pain, enhance
attribute, force of will, remain conscious, remove
fatigue, resist stun
Sense: Combat sense, danger sense, life detection,
life sense, sense Force
Alter: Force push, telekinesis,
Control and Sense: Lightsaber combat
Control and Alter: Force jump
Control, Sense and Alter: Affect mind
Story Arc:
Inquisitorius: Being a part of the Inquisitorius is to be a
part of the most feared of the Emperors agencies.
Members are fanatically loyal to the the Emperor and
Lord Vader and command as much fear as respect
from those within the Imperial bureaucracy and those
they hunt. Inquisitors are the highest rank within the
organization and are powers unto themselves, able to
issue commands and expect them to be carried out.
Only a Moff or higher rank has more power within the
bureaucracy than an Inquisitor.
Equipment: Double-bladed Spinning Lightsaber (5D),
Inquisitor armor (+1D to resist damage).
This character is Force-Sensitive
Force Points: 3
Dark Side Points: 5
Character Points: 18
Move: 10
Size: 2 meters (80 kilograms)
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: TCW 520 "The Wrong Jedi" (Retcon), N.
Dark Legends, C. Darth Vader: Dark Lord of the Sith 69, N. Ahsoka, Darth Vader: Dark Lord of the Sith 1920, SWRe 100 Spark of Rebellion, SWRe 105 "Rise of
the Old Masters", The Inquisitor's Trap, JR. Servants of
the Empire 2: Rebel in the Ranks, SWRe 106
"Breaking Ranks", Star Wars Rebels Magazine 3: "The
fake Jedi", SWRe 108 "Empire Day", SWRe 109
"Gathering Forces", C. Kanan 12, JR. Servants of the
Empire 3: Imperial Justice, JR. Servants of the Empire
4: The Secret Academy, SWRe 113 "Call to Action",
SWRe 114 "Rebel Resolve", SWRe 115 "Fire Across
the Galaxy", C. Star Wars 6

HOBAN

A human male living on the moon Raada during the
first year of the Galactic Empire, and was the twin brother
of Neera. After Imperial forces arrived on Raada, Hoban
and Neera joined a resistance group organized by Ashla, a
recent arrival on the moon. However, finding Ashla's
methods too cautious for his liking, Hoban organized more
violent plans for resistance behind her back, which
included a planned raid on the Imperials' base. This lead to
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his death during the raid, while Ashla, actually former Jedi
Padawan Ahsoka Tano, was forced to expose herself as a
Force-user to save the surviving members of Hoban's
force, including Neera.
 Hoban: use the Raada Resistance Member stat block

(p.XX) with the following modifications: command
2D+1, persuasion 2D+2.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

KOLVIN

A Rodian male who lived on the moon Raada during
the first year of the Galactic Empire. He was a member of
the Raada resistance during the Uprising on Raada. He
was known as an agile climber and was picked on a
mission to destroy AT-STs. He, along with Neera and
several others, were killed by the Sixth Brother.
 Kolvin: use the Raada Resistance Member stat block

(p.XX) with the following modifications: Dexterity 3D,
climbing/jumping 4D+1.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

Ahsoka rescued her from her cell along with the other
prisoners. When they were reuniting, Kaedan admitted her
feelings towards Ahsoka. Kaeden and the rest of the
Raada farmers were evacuated with the help of Bail
Organa. Kaeden expressed a desire to join the rebellion
once Miara was old enough to join with her.
After the evacuation of Raada, Kaeden and her sister
were initially moved to a refugee camp on Alderaan. They
both eventually joined the rebellion, taking different career
paths. Kaeden went to medical school on Alderaan, and by
0 ABY she served aboard a Republic medical frigate. Due
to the separation of their duties, she rarely saw Miara.

PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
Kaeden was generally friendly and kind, despite the
hardship of her life on Raada and losing her parents. Her
bonds with her community were especially important to
her, as she regarded them as her new family. She
developed feelings for Ahsoka Tano, and trusted her
despite the doubts of Miara and the other farmers.
Tano described Kaeden as having lighter skin than
Master Windu, but darker skin than Rex. She usually kept
her hair in braids, but wore a scarf over her hair if unable
to maintain them.

KAEDEN LARTE

A human female, the older sister of Miara Larte. After
participating in the uprising on Raada in the early reign of
the Galactic Empire, she eventually came to serve aboard
a Rebel Alliance medical frigate.
BIOGRAPHY
Kaeden's parents worked as farmers on the moon
Raada until they died when Kaeden was about fourteen.
Kaeden began working as a farmer under the crew lead
Vartan, who looked out for her and her sister.
Kaeden befriended Ahsoka Tano when she arrived on
Raada, under the false name 'Ashla', a mechanic. Kaeden
helped her get settled in an abandoned house and helped
her create a reputation for herself and her 'business'.
During the Uprising on Raada, Kaeden took part in a
doomed raid on an Imperial base and was extracted by
Ahsoka. In doing so, Ahsoka revealed her true identity as a
former Jedi. Kaeden left their cave hideout in her anger
over Ahsoka's deception and was captured by the Galactic
Empire. She was tortured in preparation for interrogation,
but Ahsoka rescued her before she revealed any
information. After Ahsoka fled the moon, Kaeden stayed in
the cave hideout with Miara and the other survivors of the
raid until the Sixth Brother found them in his search for
Ahsoka. The Sixth Brother captured Kaeden to lure Ahsoka
back to Raada, which led to his defeat and death at
Ahsoka's hands.
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 Kaeden Larte: use the Raada Resistance Member stat

block (p.XX)
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

MIARA LARTE

A human female, the younger sister of Kaeden Larte.
After participating in the uprising on Raada in the early
reign of the Galactic Empire, she became an A-wing pilot,
then an X-wing pilot, and later joined the Alderaanian
consular security, a branch of the Rebel Alliance military.
She had a talent for making locks and explosives.
BIOGRAPHY
Miara and her family moved to the remote Outer Rim
moon of Raada when she was very young. She was three
years younger than her older sister, Kaeden. When Miara
was eleven and Kaeden was fourteen, their parents were
killed in a farming accident. Kaeden, although not yet a
legal adult, became Miara's guardian. Vartan, the leader of
the work crew Miara and Kaeden's parents had been on,
hired Kaeden as a gesture of kindness so the girls had
some income. By the time Miara was fourteen, in 18 BBY,
she was also working on the crew, even though she was
technically too young. Vartan gave her lighter hours, due to
her age. That year, Miara and Kaeden befriended "Ashla," a
Togruta woman close in age to Kaeden who had recently
come to Raada and set herself up as a mechanic. Miara,
on Kaeden's request, installed a lock with an explosive
security feature on Ashla's door. Unbeknownst to the
sisters, Ashla was actually the former Jedi Padawan and
Order 66 survivor Ahsoka Tano, who had come to the
moon running from the Galactic Empire. Several weeks
after Ashla's arrival, a Star Destroyer arrived at Raada with
a garrison, as part of an Imperial plan to utilize the moon's
farmland to grow a crop that leeched nutrients from the
soil. Tano began covertly organizing a resistance, and
Miara, due to her talent for bomb-making, was swiftly
included. However, the farmer Hoban, another member of
Vartan's work crew, chafing at what he saw as Ashla's
excessive caution, secretly organized another resistance
group under her nose, and included both of the Larte
sisters.
Tano had planned a quiet strike against the Imperial
garrison, to sneak in and plant acid bombs that would
destroy the legs of the garrison's walkers. Hoban, however,
had secretly planned an attack on the garrison that same
night, involving himself, Kaeden and his sister Neera,
intending to use the sabotage mission to keep Ashla
occupied elsewhere. Miara was with Tano and Kolvin,
planting the acid bombs, when Tano discovered powerful
explosives in her bag, which she had built at Hoban's
request. Tano forced Miara to come clean about Hoban's
plans, and sent Miara to Selda's cantina while she tried to
rescue the farmers. In the futile attack, Hoban was killed,
and Tano exposed herself as a Force-user. The Larte
sisters, Kolvin, and the traumatized Neera were forced to
hide in the caves outside of town that Tano had been
preparing. Miara was shocked at Ashla's deception, but
not as much as Kaeden, who, furious, made the mistake
of returning to town, getting arrested by Imperial forces

outside Vartan's house. Tano was forced to go rescue
Kaeden, before having to leave Raada, promising to return.
For many weeks, Miara, Kaeden, Neera, and Kolvin
lived in the caves, passing their time with games of crokin.
During this time, an Inquisitor, the Sixth Brother, came to
Raada looking for Tano. He located the rebels' hideout,
and demanded Kaeden surrender herself. The rebels
prepared to ambush him, but Miara, on Kaeden's request,
was stunned by Neera so she couldn't come along. She
awoke to find her sister missing and Neera and Kolvin
dead, slaughtered by the Inquisitor. When Tano returned to
Raada shortly thereafter, she found Miara camping a few
hours' walk out of town, and Miara told her what had
happened. Tano, before rescuing Kaeden, sent Miara to
Selda and Vartan to inform them of the arrangements in
place for the evacuation of the people of Raada, made
with the help of Bail Organa. Miara and Kaeden were
evacuated on the Tantive IV, which was the last ship to
leave. Miara was fascinated by the rebel pilots, and
expressed interest in fighting for the rebellion once she
was old enough.
Initially, Miara, Kaeden and the other Raadan refugees
were settled in refugee camps on Alderaan. She received
pilot training, and eventually became a rebel pilot, a
process made easier by the heavy losses the rebellion
sustained in those early, less-organized days. In 9 BBY, she
was promoted to captain at a ceremony where Queen
Breha Organa, Viceroy Bail, and Princess Leia were
present. Shortly thereafter, she received her first mission
from Fulcrum, who Miara instantly recognized as Tano from
the symbol. Knowing she had to keep it a secret, she
chose her words carefully when she told Kaeden about it.
Miara eventually came to serve in the Alderaanian consular
security, and regarded the planet as her second home. In
0 ABY, she and her crew were present at the Great Temple
on Yavin 4 for the medal ceremony honoring the heroes of
the Battle of Yavin.
PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
Miara was a friendly young woman, but initially had
some distrust for Ashla, sensing that she was hiding
something. She was also somewhat naïve, despite her
considerable talents for building explosives, and was
traumatized after Neera and Kolvin's deaths. Over the
course of her years serving the rebellion, she gained
considerable experience as a starfighter pilot, and adopted
Alderaan as a second home. The Disaster left her in
mourning, as it did her subordinates who were mostly born
on Alderaan. She faced criticism from some native-born
Alderaanians for this because she wasn't born there.
However, Miara did not let this stop her from being a
comforting figure to her crew, as she had already
experienced the loss of her previous home, Raada. After
spending so much of her life in starships, Miara enjoyed
breathing real air whenever she had the chance.
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Miara had brown skin of a medium shade, like her
sister. Also like Kaeden, she had curly hair, but unlike her
sister she had no talent for braiding it, so she wore it
loose.

BAIL ORGANA

A politician and a member of the royal family of
Alderaan. At some point following the Invasion of Naboo,
he came to represent his home planet in the Senate of the
Galactic Republic, succeeding Bail Antilles, his relative by
marriage. Organa was also the Viceroy of his homeworld
and the husband of Breha Organa, Queen of Alderaan.
As soon as he entered the intergalactic political arena,
he established strong ties with like-minded senators,
including Padmé Amidala of Naboo and Mon Mothma of
Chandrila. He also became close friends with Finis
Valorum, former Supreme Chancellor of the Republic. Due
to his honesty and his commitment to justice, Organa
gained the respect of his senatorial peers and came to be
esteemed as a politician. In spite of Organa's best efforts,
the galactic government grew increasingly plagued by
corruption, ultimately leading malcontents to take extreme
action: led by the former Jedi Count Dooku, a loose
affiliation of outlying star systems formed the Confederacy
of Independent Systems and declared itself seceded from
the Galactic Republic. With the rise of further separatism
following the rise of the Confederacy, Organa joined the
Senate's Loyalist Committee, the members of which
supported the Republic and its leader, Supreme Chancellor
Sheev Palpatine. In the framework of the committee,
Organa came to work closely with Padmé Amidala.

 Miara Larte: use the Raada Resistance Member stat

block (p.XX) with the following modifications:
demolitions 4D+1, security 3D+2.
Appearance: N. Ahsoka, N. From a Certain Point of
View: "By Whatever Sun"

MALAT

A Sullustan female who lived on the moon Raada
during the first year of the Galactic Empire's reign. When
the Empire established a presence on Raada, Malat and
her family decided to move back to Sullust, where a
relative of her husband had gotten them jobs.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

NEERA

A human female who lived on the moon Raada during
the early reign of the Galactic Empire. Neera was the sister
of Hoban. She was killed when the Sixth Brother ordered
the location she was in to be shot up.
 Neera: use the Raada Resistance Member stat block

(p.XX)
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

In time, the Separatist Crisis escalated into the fullscale conflict known as the Clone Wars. Organa, opposed
to the war but cognizant of its inevitability, became
especially active in his devotion to relief missions and
other humanitarian operations. In this context, he often
worked with members of the Jedi Order, for whom he came
to develop a deep respect.
FINAL DAYS OF THE CLONE WARS
Following the Battle of Coruscant, Organa was among
the many politicians who greeted Chancellor Palpatine
after he had been successfully rescued by the Jedi
Skywalker and Kenobi. Organa briefly spoke with Skywalker
and expressed hope that Count Dooku's death could bring
a quicker end to the war. Skywalker disagreed, saying that
as long as General Grievous was alive, the war would
continue.
RISE AND REIGN OF THE GALACTIC EMPIRE
During the attack on the Jedi Temple by the clone
troopers, Bail Organa arrived and tried to demand access
to the Temple. Escaping Jedi Zett Jukassa was shot down
before his eyes by the clones, prompting him to flee to his
ship, Tantive III, with the intent of intercepting any surviving
Jedi. Organa was able to locate and successfully rescue
Masters Yoda and Obi-Wan Kenobi and take them back to
Coruscant to warn any surviving Jedi to remain hidden.
After arriving on Coruscant, Organa made his way to
the Senate Building, where he sat with Padmé Amidala as
they witnessed Chancellor Palpatine transform the Galactic
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Republic into the Galactic Empire, bestowing upon himself
the title of Galactic Emperor.
Following the end of the Clone Wars and the execution
of Order 66, Organa decided to adopt the newborn Leia,
daughter of the late Padmé Amidala and the fallen Jedi
Anakin Skywalker, in order to protect the child from harm
at the hands of the Emperor. Organa and his wife, Queen
Breha Organa, had always wanted a baby girl, and readily
raised Leia as an Alderaanian princess. Organa, along with
other dissident members of the newly-refashioned Imperial
Senate (notably Mon Mothma) took steps to form the
Alliance to Restore the Republic, which sought to restore
democracy to the Galaxy. With time, Leia became a
politician in her own right and a dedicated member of the
Alliance. During the reign of the Empire, Organa remained
Senator of Alderaan in the Imperial Senate, though he
secretly rebelled against the Empire.
Organa was one of the only people in the galaxy who
knew the whereabouts of both Yoda and Kenobi after the
Purge. Although he eventually let Mothma into his
confidence about Kenobi's survival, he did not tell anyone
else and even lied to his rebel allies in later years, telling
them that Kenobi had been killed during the Purge.
THE INFANCY OF THE REBELLION
Within the first year of the Empire, Bail Organa began
clandestine operations against the Empire by helping
planets in need. He would intercept secure Imperial
messages and send cells of rebels to act on his behalf to
help citizens being oppressed by the Empire. He had
gotten his friend and loyal pilot, Captain Raymus Antilles,
to join him in rebelling against the Empire, and the two of
them were slowly recruiting the crew of the Tantive IV into
their cause.
One such communique described armed resistance to
Imperial occupation on the moon of Raada. The message
indicated that the uprising included a Jedi. Organa was
surprised to learn that a survivor of Order 66 had been
found, but became worried for the Jedi's safety, knowing
that that Empire would want to hunt down and kill them.
Later, while on Coruscant, Organa heard of additional
incidents in the Outer Rim which may had also been the
work of the Jedi he wished to locate. This Jedi had began
running his or her own mercy missions, making sure food
was delivered to those in need, stopping a Black Sun
pirate, etc. Organa enlisted the help of Chardri Tage and
his copilot Tamsin in order to track this elusive Jedi,
although he did not tell Tage and Tamsin that the person
they were looking for was, in fact, a Jedi.
Tage and Tamsin, along with R2-D2, whom Organa had
borrowed from Captain Antilles, eventually found the Jedi:
Ahsoka Tano, the former Padawan of Anakin Skywalker
during the Clone Wars. They had caught her in a tractor
beam after her fight with an agent of the Black Sun
criminal gang, but were easily dispatched while attempting
to tell Tano who they were. R2 told Tano that Bail Organa

was trying to contact her. Tano escaped from Tage's ship,
deciding to meet Organa on her own terms. When Organa
traveled on the Tantive IV to meet Tage and Tamsin, Tano
snuck her way onto the ship with help from R2-D2,
surprising Organa in his own quarters.
Organa told Tano about his growing rebellion against
the Empire, and asked her to join his cause. She agreed,
but only if Organa helped her to find a mysterious Imperial
agent who was hunting down Force-sensitive children.
Organa gave Tano information about this agent, the Sixth
Brother, informing her that he was on Raada and holding
Tano's friend, Kaeden Larte, captive.
After freeing Larte, Tano contacted Organa, who sent
transports, the Tantive IV, and A-wing fighters to evacuate
the farmers from Raada. Afterward, Tano met Organa on
his ship, where she informed him that the evacuated
farmers wanted to join the rebellion. During their
conversation, Tano told Organa she wanted to "take [his]
recruits and find missions for them." She became the
manager of Organa's intelligence network and took the
codename "Fulcrum."
PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
Bail Organa was a human man who served as the
planet Alderaan's Senator during the last days of the
Galactic Republic and the Imperial Era. As a politician,
Organa was renown for his honesty and commitment to
justice. During the Clone Wars, Senator Organa forged
friendships with several senators who were concerned with
the increasingly autocratic rule of Chancellor Palpatine
including Padmé Amidala of Naboo and Mon Mothma of
Chandrila. Organa also undertook relief missions to wartorn worlds including Ryloth. Organa convinced Junior
Representative Jar Jar Binks to use his talents as a clown
to distract Trade Federation delegates while he facilitated
the shipment of supplies to Ryloth. He also had a deep
respect for the Jedi and did not believe Emperor
Palpatine's claims that the Jedi had turned against the
Republic. Organa was troubled by the execution of Jedi
younglings during the Jedi Purge.
Senator Organa's respect for the Jedi led him to rescue
Master Yoda from Kashyyyk. His friendship with Senator
Amidala led him to adopt and raise her daughter Leia as
his own child. Organa doted over Leia and trained her in
the arts of diplomacy and language. While Senator Organa
maintained a respectable façade during the Imperial Era,
he secretly opposed the Empire and helped to sponsor the
earliest manifestations of resistance. Senator Organa
cultivated the former Padawan Tano as the Rebellion's first
intelligence operative Fulcrum. He also used his wealth
and resources to shelter refugees from Raada on
Alderaan.
As the Rebellion grew in strength, Organa devoted
resources to financing and arming rebel cells such as the
Spectres and the Phoenix Group. He was supported in
these endeavors by his adopted daughter Leia, who shared
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his zeal to the Rebellion and finesse for diplomacy and
flattery. Organa was widely regarded as a rebel leader and
hero by many in the New Republic, who commissioned a
statue in his honor. Organa's love for his daughter led him
to withhold the secret that she and her brother Luke
Skywalker were the descendants of the reviled Darth
Vader, the Emperor's executioner.

Beast Strikes Back", TCW 204 "Senate Spy", TCW 307
"Assassin", TCW 308 "Evil Plans", TCW 122 "Hostage
Crisis", TCW 310 "Heroes on Both Sides", TCW 311
"Pursuit of Peace", TCW 215 "Senate Murders", TCW
314 "A Friend in Need", TCW 315 "Deception", TCW
318 "Crisis on Naboo", TCW 518 "The Jedi Who Knew
Too Much", TCW 520 "The Wrong Jedi", TCW 606 "The
Rise of Clovis", TCW 608 "The Disappeared, Part I", F.
Star Wars: Episode III Revenge of the Sith, N. Ahsoka,
N. Rebel Rising, SWRe 103 "Droids in Distress", SWRe
115 "Fire Across the Galaxy" (Appears in hologram), N.
Leia, Princess of Alderaan, SWRe 307 "Ghosts of
Geonosis" (Appears in hologram), SWRe 318 "Secret
Cargo", SWRe 403-404 "In the Name of the Rebellion"
(Appears in hologram), SWRe 408 "Crawler
Commandeers" (Appears in hologram), F. Rogue One:
A Star Wars Story
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Bail Organa

Type: Republic Senator
DEXTERITY 2D+1
Blaster 4D+2, dodge 5D
KNOWLEDGE 3D+1
Bureaucracy 7D+1, cultures 7D, languages 5D+2,
planetary systems: Alderaan 7D, planetary systems:
Coruscant 6D, scholar: Jedi lore 4D+2, scholar:
galactic politics 8D+2, value 5D, streetwise 5D+2,
willpower 10D
MECHANICAL 2D+2
Beast riding 4D+1, repulsorlift operation 4D+2
PERCEPTION 3D+2
Bargain 6D+2, con 8D, persuasion 9D+1
STRENGTH 2D+2
Brawling 4D+2
TECHNICAL 3D+1
Computer programming/repair 6D+2, repulsorlift
repair 4D
Force Points: 2
Move: 10
Equipment: Sporting blaster (3D stun only), comlink,
Senate identity tag, personal airspeeder, Corellian
Corvette (Tantive IV)
Source: GG XX: Revenge of the Sith (p.XX)
Appearances: N. Queen's Shadow, F. Star Wars:
Episode II Attack of the Clones, TCW 116 "Cat and
Mouse", TCW 303 "Supply Lines", TCW 219 "The Zillo

A human male Imperial officer who served the Galactic
Empire during the first year of its reign. As an officer, he
planned and oversaw the occupation of Raada and
oppression of its farm workers so the Empire can yield
more food production. After an attack on the moon's
Imperial base by local rebels, including a Force-sensitive,
resulting in the arrival of the Sixth Brother, an Imperial
Inquisitor, Pilar fled Imperial service in an attempt to avoid
potential punishment.
 Jenneth Pilar: all stats 2D except for: Dexterity 2D+2,

blaster 4D+2, dodge 4D+1, grenade 4D, melee
combat 3D+2, melee parry 3D+1, vehicle blasters
4D+2, Knowledge 2D+2, bureaucracy 4D, cultures
3D+2, intimidation 4D+2, planetary systems 4D,
survival 3D+2, tactics 3D+1, Mechanical 2D+2,
repulsorlift operation 3D+1, space transports 3D+1,
walker operation 3D+1, command 3D+2, con 4D.
Move: 10. Equipment: Blaster pistol (4D), Imperial
officer's uniform, code cylinder, comlink.
source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

SELDA

A Togruta male cantina owner on the moon Raada
during the first year of the Galactic Empire. His cantina
became a frequent meeting place for the resistance
against the Imperial occupation. Ahsoka Tano often
confided in him during her time on Raada. He lost his left
arm, leg, and lekku in the farming accident that killed
Kaeden and Miara Larte's parents, with the limbs being
replaced by prosthetics.
 Selda: all stats 2D except for: dexterity 1D+2, blaster

2D+2, dodge 3D, melee combat: club 4D, alien

species 2D+2, business: cantina 3D+2, cultures
2D+2, languages 3D, mixology 4D, still operation
4D+2, survival 3D+2, beast riding 3D+2, farming
equipment: thresher 4D, repulsorlift operation 3D,
bargain 3D+2, con 4D+1, persuasion 4D, search
4D, brawling 3D, Technical 1D+2. Move: 8.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

SIXTH BROTHER

Bil Valen who later was known as the Sixth Brother was
originally a member of the Jedi Order. At some point after
the Galactic Republic was reorganized into the Galactic
Empire, he was inducted into an Imperial agency of fallen
Jedi assassins called the Inquisitorius, which was tasked
with hunting down and eliminating any Jedi who survived
Order 66. To accomplish this, he and his colleagues were
trained by the Grand Inquisitor in the Inquisitorius
Headquarters located in The Works.
The Inquisitorius soon fell under the command of Darth
Vader when Darth Sidious first demonstrated the
Inquisitorius to Vader, who continued their training in the
ways of the dark side of the Force. Vader came to train
them in an attempt to eliminate the more defensive
strategy they learned in their time with the Jedi. The Sixth
Brother faced off with Vader in a training session and the
Sith Lord cut off his lower left arm to teach him the lesson
of loss. The Grand Inquisitor asked Vader why he trained
the Inquisitors like this, to which he revealed his intention
to make their fighting techniques more aggressive.
MISSION TO MON CALA
In 18 BBY, the Sixth Brother, Ninth Sister and Tenth
Brother accompanied Vader and a squad of Purge Troopers
to Mon Cala on a mission to search for a rumoured Jedi
who had been advising the King of Mon Cala in
negotiations with the Empire. Upon arrival, the Tenth
Brother described the planet as smelling like fish and the
Ninth Sister claimed it was merely Sixth Brother. Sixth
Brother sarcastically complemented it and Ninth Sister
stepped down to speak with the King's chief of security
Gial Ackbar. Vader came down to take over from Ninth
Sister and an Imperial shuttle exploded nearby. Vader took
the three Inquisitors into Dac City to begin their search.
After a large battle broke out between the Empire and
the Mon Cala at Dac City, the Sixth Brother and his fellow
Inquisitors participated in the fight as they pursued the
King Lee-Char, to the Dac City palace in order to find the
location of the Jedi who was advising him. They eventually
made it into the palace after killing many Mon Calamari
and Quarren defenders and Ninth Sister began
interrogating Lee-Char. But before long, a swarm of large
creatures arose to the surface and generated waves so
large, it swept the surface of Imperials. Sixth Brother and
the others attempted to hold off the waves but they

weren't strong enough to do so, not even when Vader
assisted them.
PURSUING THE JEDI
Luckily, Sixth Brother and the other two Inquisitors
survived and took an Imperial submarine to find Vader.
After picking him up, Ninth Sister revealed to Vader that
she'd found the Jedi's location and they took the
submarine towards the location. The submarine took them
to the location where the Jedi and his six acolytes were
evacuating their refuge. The group of them immediately
scattered except for one acolyte who attacked the
submarine, only for Vader to crush his helmet. As the other
ones swam away, the submarine made chase and another
acolyte sacrificed himself to slow it down.
The submarine arrived at Bel City where another two
acolytes were waiting to ambush them. Vader took them
through the hallways where he received an order from Moff
Wilhuff Tarkin, redirecting him to capture Lee-Char. The
other inquisitors continued the chase, backed by the Purge
Troopers. They found the Jedi and his last two acolytes and
Sixth Brother cut one of them down with his lightsaber. He
then asked the other two what Barr had said beforehand
and Tenth Brother claimed his hearing was exceptional,
saying that Barr had said there was no way out. Sixth
Brother and the other two Inquisitors then surrounded the
Jedi and his last acolyte, Verla, backed by their Purge
Troopers.
With no other choice, the Jedi confronted the
inquisitors but then began stating their original names
from when they were Jedi. The Ninth Sister knew who the
Jedi was and revealed his name, Ferren Barr, stating that
he was still a mere Padawan who lacked the training he
needed to take them on. Barr ignored her insults and
continued, explaining the role of the clones in Order 66
and pointing out that the Purge Troopers had been
mobilized after Order 66 was activated. After saying this
Sixth Brother pointed his lightsaber at Barr but he claimed
once again that they were still Jedi and used a mind trick
on the Purge Troopers, telling them to "execute Order 66."
The troopers fell for Barr's trick and turned on the
Inquisitors. Tenth Brother protested to them that they were
not Jedi, but it was too late. The troopers opened fire at
them and the Inquisitors were forced to deflect their shots.
Tenth Brother was hit in the chest and killed. Barr and
Verla then leaped over the battle and escaped. Keen to
intercept them, Sixth Brother told Ninth Sister they should
do the same. Ninth Sister recommended moving them out
of the way instead and they both Force pushed the
troopers to the side. However, in a bid to ensure his safety,
Sixth Brother betrayed the Ninth Sister, and severed her
leg, leaving her to fend off the last of the troopers. After
his escape, Sixth Brother took a boat away with three
stormtroopers and passed many creatures that had been
killed by the fighting on Mon Cala.
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INVESTIGATING FORCE-SENSITIVES
Sometime later, the Sixth Brother intercepted
surveillance holos and reports indicating that there was a
Force-sensitive child on the planet Thabeska. He went to
the Outer Rim world to investigate, but was unable to
locate the child, Hedala Fardi. While on Thabeska, the
Brother received a message from a low-level district
commander on the moon of Raada. The report indicated
that a Force-sensitive being, old enough to have received
Jedi training, was active on the backwater moon. The
Brother then proceeded to close his file on the child on
Thabeska and head to Raada to investigate a possible
Jedi.
HUNTING AHSOKA TANO
The Sixth Brother traveled to Raada to hunt down the
Jedi spotted on the small agricultural moon. He learned
from Jenneth Pilar, an information broker working with the
Empire on the moon, that a Jedi or Padawan had been
involved in an uprising by the local farming community.
During the uprising, teenage farm worker Kaeden Larte
had been captured and tortured for information. The
Brother scoffed at the techniques used on Larte, which
proved ineffective. He learned that Kaeden was then
broken out of the Imperial base by a Force-sensitive being.
The Brother tracked down Kaeden and the other farm
workers, who had hidden in a set of mountain caves not
far the settlement. Kaeden surrendered herself to the
Inquisitor, but her friends soon attacked him. The Brother
deflected the blaster bolts shot by the farmers, killing
them. As a show of strength and intimidation, the Brother
threw his lightsaber at the Rodian farmer, Kolvin, who was
instantly cut in half.
To lure the Jedi back to Raada, the Brother had footage
of himself holding Kaeden prisoner leaked. Upon seeing it,
Ahsoka Tano returned to Raada, having arranged for the
evacuation of the moon's population. She was in the
process of building a new pair of lightsabers, and heard
the kyber crystals in the Brother's double-bladed lightsaber
sing to her. Despite her lack of lightsabers, Tano was able
to fight the Sixth Brother on a relatively even footing and
eventually used the Force to pull the crystals from within
his lightsaber just as he tried to activate it's spinning
feature. The lightsaber became unstable and exploded in
front of his face, killing the Sixth Brother instantly. Ahsoka
then went on to use the crystals, after having purified
them of the dark side energy tainting them, in her own
weapons.
PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
The Sixth Brother was of a humanoid species which
neither Kaeden Larte or Ahsoka Tano were able to identify.
He was tall, slender and broad-shouldered, with unnaturallooking gray skin, piercing ice-blue eyes, and scar-like
uniform markings on his cheeks, nose, and chin. Like his
fellow Inquisitors, he wore black and grey body armor and
carried a double-bladed spinning lightsaber. He also wore a
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helmet with a blast shield that could be lowered to protect
his face.
The Sixth Brother had an uncertain relationship with his
fellow Inquisitors, from whom he feared competition. Upon
arriving on Mon Cala, Ninth Sister and Tenth Brother
insulted him to which he sarcastically complimented as a
response. When picking up Darth Vader under Mon Cala's
oceans, Sixth Brother assumed Vader would be thankful
for it, but Vader only said that he could handle himself.
During the fight in Bel City, Sixth Brother was keen to
make pursue Ferren Barr and attempted to jump to
conclusions with what he and Ninth Sister would do. After
pushing away the Purge Troopers, Sixth Brother betrayed
Ninth Sister and cut off her leg so she could hold off the
rest of the troopers. When Ninth Sister threatened to kill
him, he mockingly wished her good luck, telling her that
she was always his favorite.
The Sixth Brother was ruthless, being completely
comfortable with the idea of killing innocent beings—even
children—and detesting the aspects of his mission that
prevented him from acting in such a matter. He was known
to have relished the idea of facing more challenging prey,
which was his primary motivation of abandoning his task of
tracking a Force-sensitive child in favor of hunting Ahsoka
Tano. He was also arrogant, claiming himself to be "the
future" and displaying overconfidence during his fight with
Tano, which ultimately led to his demise.
POWERS AND ABILITIES
The Sixth Brother was trained by the Dark Lord of the
Sith Darth Vader. Vader trained him to discard the
defensive tactics he had developed as a Jedi and rely
primarily on offensive tactics. His training was successful
as he killed many Mon Calamari during the occupation of
Mon Cala. His lived longer than Tenth Brother, who failed
to hold off the Purge Troopers when they were turned
against them. He showed very little in the way of his
powers and abilities during his hunt for a Force-sensitive
child on Thabeska, as well as his confrontation with
Ahsoka Tano. Tano described him as "lacking finesse" and
"relying mostly on brute strength," as well as being
apparently unable to fight with his helmet's blast shield
down. Despite this, he was able to deflect blaster bolts
back at their firers and throw his saber in order to chop
Kolvin in half, when on Mon Cala he also did this to a
disciple named Daren.
EQUIPMENT
The Sixth Brother's lightsaber was a double-bladed
spinning lightsaber which could be thrown like a
boomerang. He wore a blue helmet which had a neck
guard drooping down the back and a silver and black face
shield that was always down to cover most of his face. The
Sixth Brother's suit was silver and over it he wore black
armor on the shins, upper chest and shoulders, and the

forearms. He wore a black kama around his waist and his
armor had red attachments around it.

Sense: Combat sense, danger sense, life detection,
sense Force
Alter: Force push, telekinesis.
Control and Sense: Lightsaber combat
Control and Alter: Cower enemies, feed on the dark
side, Force jump, unsettling presence
This character is Force-Sensitive.
Dark Side Points: 5
Force Points: 4
Character Points: 7
Move: 10
Equipment: Double-bladed Spinning Lightsaber (5D),
Inquisitor armor and helmet with blast shield (+1D to
resist damage).
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: C. Darth Vader: Dark Lord of the Sith
7,13-17, N. Ahsoka

CHARDRI TAGE

A human male pilot who worked for Bail Organa during
the first year of the Galactic Empire. His copilot was
Tamsin.
 Chadri Tage: all stats 2D except for: blaster 4D, dodge



Sixth Brother

Type: Imperial Inquisitor
DEXTERITY 3D+2
Acrobatics 4D+1, dodge 4D+1, lightsaber 5D+1,
melee combat 4D+1, melee parry 4D+1, running
5D+1
KNOWLEDGE 2D+2
Alien species 3D+1, cultures 3D+1, intimidation
4D+2, languages 3D+1, law enforcement 3D+1,
planetary systems 3D+1, scholar: dark side lore
4D+1, scholar: Jedi lore 3D+2, survival 4D, willpower
5D+1
MECHANICAL 2D+2
Repulsorlift operation 4D, space transports 4D,
starship gunnery 4D+2
PERCEPTION 3D
Cmmand 3D+2, con 3D+2, investigation 3D+2,
persuasion 4D+1, search 4D, sneak 5D+1
STRENGTH 4D+1
Brawling 5D+1, climbing/jumping 4D+1, stamina 5D
TECHNICAL 1D+2
Lightsaber repair/engineering 4D+1
Special Abilities:
Force Skills: Control 4D+1, sense 4D+1, alter 5D+1
Force Powers:
Control: Accelerate healing, concentration, enhance
attribute, Force interrogation, Force of will, rage

4D+1, Knowledge 2D+2, bureaucracy: Bail Organa's
resistance movement 4D, planetary systems 4D+2,
streetwise 3D+2, survival 3D+1, willpower 3D+1,
Mechanical 3D, astrogation 5D+2, repulsorlift
operation 5D, space transports 6D+2, starship
gunnery 6D, starship shields 5D, con 4D+1,
persuasion 5D, search 4D, brawling 3D+2, Technical
2D+2, first aid 3D+2, space transport repair 5D.
Move: 10. Equipment: Blaster pistol (4D), comlink.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

TAMSIN

A human female pilot who worked for Bail Organa
during the first year of the Galactic Empire. She was the
copilot of Chardri Tage.
 Tamsin: all stats 2D except for: blaster 4D, dodge

4D+1, Knowledge 2D+2, bureaucracy: Bail Organa's
resistance movement 4D, planetary systems 4D+2,
streetwise 3D+2, survival 3D+1, willpower 3D+1,
Mechanical 3D, astrogation 5D+2, communications
4D, repulsorlift operation 5D, sensors 4D, space
transports 5D+2, starship gunnery 5D, starship
shields 5D, con 4D+1, persuasion 5D, search 4D,
brawling 3D+2, Technical 2D+2, first aid 3D+2,
space transport repair 5D. Move: 10. Equipment:
Blaster pistol (4D), comlink.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka
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AHASOKA TANO

In 36 BBY, Ahsoka Tano was born on the planet Shili.
Three years later, Tano was discovered by Jedi Master Plo
Koon among her people on Shili at the age of three and
accepted into the Jedi Order. Around this time, she was
nearly enslaved by an impostor who intercepted the signal
to the Jedi Order and who hoped to use her powers for the
impostor's own ends. However, this scheme was thwarted,
and Tano began her life as a Jedi. Like all Jedi of her era,
she was raised at the Jedi Temple on Coruscant. At some
point, Tano traveled to the ice planet Ilum, where she
acquired a crystal, which brought her excitement as she
then had the tool for which she could build her lightsaber.
From there, she would construct said lightsaber using the
kyber crystal she had obtained on Ilum under the tutelage
of Jedi architect droid Huyang.
IN THE MIDST OF THE GALACTIC WAR
At the age of fourteen and mere months after the First
Battle of Geonosis and the beginning of the Clone Wars,
Tano was assigned to Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker—and
would learn the ways of the Force as his apprentice—by
Grand Master Yoda. Her training had been accelerated due
to the galactic conflict. Having been granted the rank of
Padawan, she demonstrated an eagerness to prove herself
worthy to be his apprentice. Yoda did this to alleviate
Skywalker's fear and inability to lose loved ones, as he
believed that by becoming a teacher, Skywalker would
develop emotionally and understand that his excessive
bonding to those he cared about was unnecessary once
Tano was ready to go off on her own.
A NEW PATH
After the bombing of the Jedi Temple in 19 BBY and
following her trial, Tano was personally pardoned by the
Jedi Council. Plo Koon apologized to her on the Council's
behalf, stating they had been wrong to question her loyalty.
The Council also stated that the Force worked in
mysterious ways and therefore considered Tano's ordeal in
hindsight as being her great trial, making her a greater Jedi
and proving herself worthy of the title of Jedi Knight.
However, the events surrounding her expulsion and trial
had severely shaken Tano's faith in the Jedi. To the surprise
of everyone involved, she refused to accept the Jedi
Council and Skywalker's invitation to rejoin the Order. Tano
instead left to discover a new purpose for herself.
Skywalker chased after her, and, while Kenobi moved as
well, Koon held the Jedi Master back. Having caught up
with Tano, Skywalker asked her why she wanted to leave
and begged her to stay. Tano explained that she felt that
as the Council lost faith in her, she could no longer find
the confidence to trust in herself. Skywalker reminded her
that he had believed in and fought to prove her innocence,
and although Tano accepted this, the situation was not
about him. She felt she could not stay anymore and
needed to find her own path away from the Jedi Order.
Skywalker then told her that he understood the feeling of
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wanting to leave the Jedi, but Tano simply responded that
she knew, and as Skywalker looked at her, his former
Padawan turned her back and walked away from the Jedi
Order.
PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
Ahsoka Tano was a Togruta female who had blue eyes,
dark orange skin, brownish-grey lips, white facial markings,
a slender build, and white lekku and montrals with blue
stripes.
As a teenager, Tano was snarky, cocky, stubborn,
reckless, and impulsive, yet loyal, brave, generous, and
kind-hearted. She was very feisty and snippy and, like her
master, was known to be very aggressive, eager for battle
and willing to use terror or threats to get the answers she
wanted. She had a tendency to follow her heart, which
negatively impacted her path to Jedi knighthood. In her
younger years, Tano's emotions inhibited her ability to
make wise decisions, although she eventually gained the
confidence to make the right ones, despite the great cost
to her feelings.
Over time, Tano became more mature and enlightened,
her experiences during the Clone Wars shaping her. She
had her victories, her failures, and her losses yet strove
through them all, as she felt it was her duty as a Jedi to
help restore peace and prosperity to the Republic. Her
constant travels and experiences made her more worldly
than most people her age, and often she was surprised by
the various events and people she came across during the
Clone Wars. Throughout her time as a Jedi, she remained
close with Plo Koon, who had brought her to the Jedi
Temple, and saw him as an important mentor in her life.
She also developed a friendships with Obi-Wan Kenobi and
his second-in-command, Cody, as well as Senator Amidala
through her master, Anakin Skywalker.
However, when Tano was framed for murder and
treason, she was horrified when the Jedi Order cast her
out and all but condemned her to a Republic military
tribunal, and came very close to being sentenced to death.
When Skywalker unveiled the true culprit, Tano was
shocked to see it was her friend Barriss Offee. Though
conflicted, she ultimately rejected the opportunity to
become a Jedi again, having lost faith in the Order for not
standing by her.
Tano formed a strong bond with the clones, especially
Captain Rex, and throughout her time as serving as their
commander had learned a lot from them. She respected
the clones as individuals and got along with them very
well. Tano quickly began to enjoy their company, telling war
stories with them as soon as she had any experience to
speak on. When Tano found herself serving with the clones
of the 501st again at the Siege of Mandalore, the clones
continued to salute her out of respect and even repainted
their helmets in her likeness to show how much she meant
to them. When Order 66 turned the friends she had served
with for years into enemies, Tano stood by her beliefs and

told Rex to not kill them, determined to escape without
directly killing her former comrades. When the ship
crashed into the moon, Tano returned to the crash site to
dig graves for each clone.
Tano was a confident and moralistic person, and a firm
defender of the innocent. This carried on even after she
left the Order, as she joined Bail Organa's rebellion to
restore liberty and democracy to the people oppressed by
the Empire. Tano also felt pity and compassion for the
Inquisitor known as the Sixth Brother despite slaying him in
combat. She regarded the Sixth Brother as a victim whose
potential for good had been twisted and turned to the dark
side. After befriending the Force-sensitive Hedala Fardi,
Tano became concerned with protecting Force-sensitive
children from being captured by the Empire's Inquisitors.
During her time with the Martez sisters shortly before the
end of the war, they noted that she still acted like a Jedi
even though she was no longer a member of the order.
During her time running from the Empire, Tano
continued to suffer from grief over the loss of her friends
and guilt over the fact that she wasn't there to help them.
During her time on Raada, Tano was unsure about making
new friends, largely due to the emotional pain inflicted by
Offee's betrayal. Despite everything Offee had done, Tano
believed that while she was wrong about "a lot of things,"
she did have a point about the Jedi and the Republic, and
later expressed her belief that if had they truly listened to
her, they might have been able to stop Darth Sidious
before it was too late. As a rebel Informant code-named
"Fulcrum," Tano worked indirectly with various rebel cells,
always with her face hidden and her voice disguised.
LIGHTSABER ABILITIES
Ahsoka Tano initially made use of an unorthodox
reverse grip during combat, but eventually began to utilize
the standard grip at the insistence of her master. Tano was
a particularly acrobatic lightsaber duelist who often utilized
the Force to jump down on her opponents and to dodge
lightsaber strikes. Although she was physically smaller than
many of her foes, she proved to be a skilled duelist,
wielding one and eventually two lightsabers.
At the beginning of her apprenticeship under Skywalker,
Tano's combat skills were already quite considerable given
that she defeated three IG-100 MagnaGuards singlehandedly during her first mission. Later, Tano temporarily
held her ground against the skilled Sith assassin Asajj
Ventress and the Jedi hunter General Grievous after only a
very short time training under Skywalker.
During the Clone Wars, Tano became a practitioner of
Jar'Kai, wielding a yellowish-green shoto lightsaber in
addition to her standard lightsaber. However, Tano
occasionally utilized only her main lightsaber, such as
when she dueled Skywalker on Mortis while under the dark
side influence of the Son. Nevertheless, Tano more
commonly utilized Jar'Kai, particularly when facing multiple
opponents such as when she engaged the much more

experienced Skywalker and Kenobi on Mortis. Whilst
fleeing from clones after being framed for murder, Tano
lost her second lightsaber and was forced to use only her
main lightsaber to fight Barriss Offee. Her duel against
Offee showed that she had become too reliant on her
second lightsaber, something she had in common with
Asajj Ventress, and though she did put up a considerable
fight, Offee overwhelmed her.
Around two years after her first duel with Grievous, Tano
proved during their encounter on Florrum that her skills in
lightsaber combat had improved vastly as she held her
own against all four of Grievous's lightsabers, whereas
previously she only lasted a short time when he was using
only two lightsabers. Instead of fleeing after exchanging
only a few blows,[20] Tano held her ground and gave the
Younglings time to escape before escaping with them.
By the time of the Siege of Mandalore, Tano
demonstrated highly advanced skills in lightsaber combat
as evidenced by her prolonged duel with the powerful
former Sith Lord Maul. Although Maul successfully
disarmed Tano at the conclusion of their duel, she turned
Maul's own attack against him in order to defeat him
nonetheless.
Throughout the Clone War, Tano showed adeptness
with deflecting blaster shots, particularly during Order 66,
where she survived in a prolonged battle against her own
men. Even in extremely close-quarter fighting, she was
able to defend herself despite being surrounded by
multiple troopers.
Sixteen years after her departure from the Jedi Order,
Tano's skill in lightsaber combat had greatly improved to
the point of mastery. During a skirmish at Hammertown,
she easily defeated two Imperial Inquisitors at once and
even deactivated the double-bladed lightsaber of the
Seventh Sister with her bare hands. During the mission to
Malachor, Tano again proved capable of fighting several
Inquisitors at once and even disarmed the Fifth Brother
and destroyed his lightsaber. During the same mission,
Tano again proved capable of dueling to a stalemate with
the former Sith Lord Maul before breaking off the fight to
rescue Ezra Bridger. Shortly afterward, Tano engaged in an
intense duel with Darth Vader, and although she ultimately
lost, she proved capable of putting up a much more
impressive fight against him than either Jarrus or Bridger
were previously able to.
FORCE POWERS
Tano was gifted with raw Force skill and was noted by
her master to possess advanced abilities. At the beginning
of her apprenticeship, Tano was capable of telekinetic
feats as evidenced during the Battle of Christophsis, where
she pulled down a large wall in order to save Skywalker
from a group of retail droids. In another instance, Tano
strongly pushed Ventress and flung her back some
distance in order to save the life of Luminara Unduli. After
leaving the Order, Tano's telekinetic abilities advanced to
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the point that she was able to hold Maul aloft high above
the city of Sundari and could use the Force to prevent a
small starship from taking off. During Order 66, she was
able to use the Force to guide her two lightsabers in a
circle to cut an escape path for her and Rex. Tano later
proved able to create a powerful protective Force barrier
that was capable of temporarily holding back fiery dark
side energies conjured by Darth Sidious.
Tano also had a strong ability to sense things in the
Force, feeling the presence of Plo Koon after his fleet was
destroyed by the Malevolence and the presences of the
children who were kidnapped by Cad Bane. She also
eventually learned how to perform mind tricks. Tano would
sometimes use a Force choke, despite it being a dark side
Force power, but relied on it mostly to temporarily fend off
an enemy. She used this method against a Trandoshan
hunter on Wasskah, prompting her companion Kalifa to
use it as well. However, when Kalifa did not let go and
began to threaten to kill the hunter, Tano convinced her to
let the Trandoshan go, saying it was not the Jedi way to kill
out of anger.
In addition, Tano's Force powers enabled her to leap to
incredible heights. She used this to her advantage when
leaping into the Phantom in order to escape two
Inquisitors. She frequently used her acrobatic prowess
during lightsaber combat, using front flips, back flips, and
somersaults to avoid enemy attacks. During a duel against
General Grievous, she vaulted herself on top of the cyborg
general before springing off his back and escaping.
Tano also experienced Force visions and dreams. She
used the Force to heal two corrupted kyber crystals that
had been "bled red" and restored them to their natural
white color. These crystals became part of her new twin
lightsabers. Tano was also able to use the Force to amplify
her touch. On one occasion, she used this Force power to
shatter the hilt of the Sixth Brother's double-bladed
spinning lightsaber.
Tano also demonstrated the ability to sense the
thoughts and feelings of others. When she met Grogu,
Tano was able to sense his thoughts to such a precise
degree that she was able to deduce his name and that he
had been trained as a Jedi youngling at the Temple on
Coruscant.
OTHER ABILITIES
In addition to her Force powers and lightsaber combat
skills, Tano was a talented pilot and also displayed skill as
a war strategist by leading an attack that penetrated a
Separatist blockade on Ryloth. During the Clone Wars,
Tano passed on some of her flight knowledge to Senator
Amidala, instructing her in starfighter combat. Due to her
piloting skills, Tano found work as a courier for the Fardi
clan while on the run from the Empire.
Tano displayed skill in hand-to-hand combat, as she
easily overpowered Cad Bane before dropping her guard
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and being incapacitated by the bounty hunter. She later
used her hand-to-hand combat skills on Mandalore by
single-handedly defeating a group of the Mandalorian
Secret Service and later holding off several guards and
subduing Prime Minister Almec despite being handcuffed.
However, on that occasion, she armed herself with one of
the guards' shields, which she used to fend them off and
defend herself from a stun gun. While she was a prisoner
of Trandoshan hunters, Tano killed the hunters Dar and his
father, Garnac, by only using hand-to-hand combat and
her Force powers.
Tano had a considerable knowledge of mechanics,
which she had learned from her master. She used her
mechanical skills to contact Skywalker and save her and
Barriss Offee's lives when they were trapped under a
destroyed droid factory on Geonosis. She also knew how
to repair vehicles. While on Mortis, she repaired the
shuttle that she, Kenobi and Skywalker had crashed on the
planet. Tano understood Shyriiwook, as demonstrated by
her translations for Chewbacca while captured on
Wasskah. Tano later used her skills as a mechanic as her
occupation after Order 66 and the fall of the Republic,
repairing starships and threshers while hiding on Thabeska
and Raada. Tano assembled her new twin lightsabers from
scrap metal parts she had acquired from the Fardis.
WEAPONS
Ahsoka Tano owned two different pairs of lightsabers.
She originally built her first lightsaber, which had a silver
cylindrical hilt and a green blade, before becoming Anakin
Skywalker's Padawan at the Battle of Christophsis. She
wielded this lightsaber by itself for some time, before
constructing a shoto lightsaber with a matching hilt and a
yellow-green blade to accompany it upon taking up Jar'Kai.
Both sabers had kyber crystals from the sacred planet of
Ilum. Tano wielded both lightsabers in battle until her
departure from the Jedi Order, upon which the weapons
fell into the care of her former master Skywalker. While
they were in his custody, Skywalker tinkered with them to
improve them, which led to the sabers having blue blades
when he returned them to Tano before the start of the
Siege of Mandalore. Tano would later abandon the sabers
on a moon after the issuing of Order 66 in order to fake
her death to the Empire.
Over a year after the Clone Wars, Tano constructed a
new pair of lightsabers, these ones with white blades,
during the evacuation of Raada. The weapons initially had
rough handles made of pieces of scrap Tano had acquired
on her journeys, although she later rebuilt the hilts to be
more functional and decorative. The kyber crystals within,
as well as their mountings, came from the lightsaber of the
Inquisitor Sixth Brother, whom Tano had defeated on
Raada. Tano found the crystals familiar, and speculated
they had been looted from the Jedi Temple after the
Order's fall. After claiming the crystals, she purified them of
the taint of the dark side until they shone white before

assembling the weapons with scrap materials she had
collected. These white lightsabers continued to serve her
during the early rebellion, as she used them in battle
against multiple Inquisitors, as well as Darth Vader.
During her time on Thabeska in the first year of the
Empire, Tano also owned a blaster, but she destroyed it in
order to provide a diversion for her escape. When her
starship was captured by Chardri Tage and Tamsin, agents
of Bail Organa, after her second departure from Thabeska,
Tano knocked them out with a pair of bastons she had
selected from the ship's weapons box.
VEHICLES
During her time as a Padawan, Tano flew two different
Jedi starfighters. At Ryloth and Umbara, Tano flew her own
Delta-7B Aethersprite-class light interceptor. Later, while
fighting in the defense of the planet Cato Neimoidia, she
piloted a newer Eta-2 Actis-class light interceptor, in what
would be her last battle before leaving the Jedi Order. Both
starfighters sported dark red paint jobs with a white Jedi
symbol over the top of it, and were co-piloted by her
personal astromech droid, R7-A7.
Tano often flew missions with Anakin Skywalker in the
Corellian G9 Rigger-class light freighter Twilight in the
earlier stages of the Clone Wars, including at the Battle of
Teth, the Battle of Abregado, the Mission to Skytop
Station, and the Mission to Mustafar.
After her departure from the Jedi, Tano purchased a
Joben T-85 speeder bike that was so prone to breaking
down, Trace Martez dubbed it "Trash" when asked to name
it. Tano left the bike with the Martez sisters at their repair
shop when she left to search for Maul with Bo-Katan
Kryze, saying that she would come back for it.
Upon her first departure from Thabeska, Tano stole a
small and unremarkable freighter from the Fardi clan,
which she used to travel around before and during the
occupation of Raada, as well as when she returned to the
Fardis. Tano flew an A-wing starfighter on missions during
the early rebellion, including to Takobo. Following the
Battle of Endor, Tano traveled to Lothal in a T-6 shuttle to
meet her friend Sabine Wren.
TYPICAL GARB
When she initially became a Padawan, Tano wore a
dark red bandeau top and skirt with white tights, along
with dark red boots and fingerless gloves, as well as a
purple sash. Tano later changed to wearing a dark red
backless dress at the same time as she built her second
lightsaber, this time with grey tights with diamond-shaped
cut-outs and armbands with diamond shapes on her upper
arms. She also wore a beaded headdress with a Padawan
braid made of silka beads behind her right front lekku;
after a ceremony on Coruscant, Master Yoda granted her
an extension to the braid. The braid was taken away from
her on two occasions: once briefly when she was captured
by Cad Bane during the Battle of Devaron, and the other

when she was expelled from the Jedi after being framed
for treason. She was offered the braid back after her name
was cleared, but chose to leave the Order instead.
After surviving Order 66, she donned a hood that
covered her face and montrals to obscure her identity.
During her time on Thabeska and Raada, Tano wore a
nondescript outfit, the only clothing she owned at the
time. It was occasionally accompanied by hoods that
concealed her face, with fellow Togruta Selda giving her a
new one that fit her recently grown montrals better. She
also owned a disused weapons belt that she put to use
again upon constructing her second pair of lightsabers,
and was given a backpack on Raada that didn't rub against
her lekku.
When Tano met the Spectres after the naval action at
Mustafar, she wore a grey dress with grey-and-brown
armor plating on her chest and skirt, along with grey
detached sleeves and forearm armor, as well as fingerless
gloves. The outfit also had armored boots. After the Battle
of Endor, when preparing to travel with Sabine Wren to
search for Ezra Bridger, Tano wore a white hooded cloak
and carried a white staff.
While operating on the planet Corvus during the New
Republic Era, Tano wore sleeveless dark blue robes and a
large belt from which she hung her lightsabers, as well as
a pair of silver vambraces and arm wrappings on her
forearms. Tano draped a dark cloak over these clothes
during her assault on Calodan. This cloak hid her amid the
smog of Corvus and also doubled as a poncho. Although
Din Djarin incinerated this cloak upon meeting the Togruta,
she replaced it not long after with a similar covering.
SPECIALIZED CLOTHING
During the boarding of Cad Bane's flagship in the
Devaron system, Tano wore a dark red vacuum-sealed
bodysuit and space helmet. When she participated in the
Battle of Mon Cala, Tano wore a grey-and-red scuba suit,
with a face mask that allowed her to breathe but left her
montrals and lekku exposed to the water. During the
Mission to Zygerria, undercover as a slave, Tano wore a
turquoise outfit with gold jewelry and sandals, initially
covered with a grey-purple body-covering robe. Tano also
owned a reddish-grey winter coat lined with white fur,
which she wore on cold planets such as Carlac and Ilum.
During her time wandering Coruscant after leaving the
Order, Tano wore a light blue mechanic's jumpsuit, along
with a brown headpiece that went over her montrals and
between her lekku and had a grey raised diamond on the
front. She also carried a brown satchel. After being
recruited by Bo-Katan Kryze and her resistance group to
help pursue Maul, Tano was given a new combat outfit
consisting of a blue-and-grey dress with a short skirt, blue
tights, and grey boots, as well as forearm armor and
fingerless gloves. The outfit also had Mandalorian beskar
plating.
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Ahsoka Tano (as of 18 BBY)

Type: Jedi Padawan Survivor
DEXTERITY 3D+2
Acrobatics 7D+1, blaster 4D+2, brawling parry
5D+2, dodge 5D+2, grenade 4D+2, lightsaber
6D+1, melee combat 5D+1, melee parry 5D+2,
vehicle blasters 4D+2
KNOWLEDGE 3D+1
alien species 4D, bureaucracy 4D, cultures 4D,
intimidation 4D, languages 4D, scholar: Jedi lore
4D+2, streetwise 4D+2, survival 4D, tactics 4D+1,
willpower 5D+1
MECHANICAL 3D+1
Astrogation 4D, beast riding 4D+1, repulsorlift
Operation 5D, starfighter piloting 5D+1, space
transports 5D, starship gunnery 4D+2, starship
shields 5D, sensors 4D
PERCEPTION 3D
Bargain 3D+2, command 5D, con 3D+2, hide
5D+2, persuasion 3D+2, search 4D+2, sneak
5D+2
STRENGTH 3D+1
Brawling 5D, brawling: martial arts 6D+2,
climbing/jumping 6D
TECHNICAL 2D+2
Demolitions 4D, equipment repair 4D+2, first aid
4D+1, lightsaber repair 4D+2, space transports
repair 4D, starfighter repair 4D
Special Abilities:
Force Skills: Control 6D+2, sense 6D, alter 5D
Force Powers (These are the known powers Ahsoka
Tano possessed and it is believed that she had access
to other powers.):
Control: Accelerate healing, absorb/dissipate energy,
concentration, enhance attribute, hibernation trance,
rage, resist stun, Force push, Force Jump

Sense: Combat sense, danger sense, life detection,
life sense, magnify senses, sense Force
Alter: Telekinesis
Control and Sense: Lightsaber combat
Control, Sense and Alter: Affect mind
Montrals: Togruta can ultrasonically echolocate using
the large hollow headbones that project from their
skull (called Montrals), allowing them to perceive their
location even in full darkness. This gives them +1D to
counter all penalties for poor light or darkness.
Team Togruta: Togruta naturally band together for
safety and to achieve goals, this natural talent for
teamwork gives them a bonus +1D when working with
other Togruta.
This character is Force-Sensitive.
Force Points: 8
Character Points: 7
Move: 10
Source: Stats by P.T. White and Emperor Ollie
Appearances: C. Jedi of the Republic" Mace Windu #5
(Appears through imagination), F. Star Wars: The Clone
Wars Animiated Film, SW:TCW 102 "Rising
Malevolence", SW:TCW 103 "Shadow of Malevolence",
SW:TCW 104 "Destroy Malevolence", SW:TCW 106
"Downfall of a Droid", SW:TCW 107 "Duel of the
Droids", SW:TCW 109 "Cloak of Darkness", SW:TCW
110 "Lair of Grievous", SW:TCW 111 "Dooku
Captured", SW:TCW 113 "Jedi Crash", SW:TCW 114
"Defenders of Peace", SW:TCW 117 "Blue Shadow
Virus", SW:TCW 118 "Mystery of a Thousand Moons",
SW:TCW 119 "Storm Over Ryloth", SW:TCW 111
"Liberty on Ryloth", SW:TCW 201 "Holocron Heist",
SW:TCW 202 "Cargo of Doom", SW:TCW 203 "Children
of the Force", SW:TCW 217 "Bounty Hunters", SW:TCW
205 "Landing at Point Rain", SW:TCW 206 "Weapons
Factory", SW:TCW 207 "Legacy of Terror", SW:TCW
208 "Brain Invaders", SW:TCW 209 "Grievous Intrigue",
SW:TCW 211 "Lightsaber Lost", SW:TCW 211 "R2
Come Home", SW:TCW 212 "Lethal Trackdown",
SW:TCW 306 "The Academy", SW:TCW 307 "Assassin",
SW:TCW 304 "Sphere of Influence", Star Wars: Forces
of Destiny 111 "Teach You, I Will", Star Wars: Forces of
Destiny 106 "The Imposter Inside", C. Star Wars:
Forces of Destiny: Ahsoka & Padmé, Star Wars: Forces
of Destiny 202 "Unexpected Company", Star Wars:
Forces of Destiny 104 "The Starfighter Stunt", Star
Wars: Forces of Destiny 1004 "The Padawan Path",
SW:TCW 310 "Heroes on Both Sides", N. The Clone
Wars: Stories of Light and Dark "Pursuit of Peace",
SW:TCW 315 "Overlords", SW:TCW 316 "Altar of
Mortis", SW:TCW 317 "Ghosts of Mortis", SW:TCW 318
"The Citadel", SW:TCW 319 "Counterattack", SW:TCW
310 "Citadel Rescue", SW:TCW 311 "Padawan Lost",
SW:TCW 312 "Wookiee Hunt", SW:TCW 401 "Water
War", SW:TCW 402 "Gungan Attack", SW:TCW 403
"Prisoners", SW:TCW 411 "Kidnapped", SW:TCW 412
"Slaves of the Republic", SW:TCW 413 "Escape from

Kadavo", SW:TCW 414 "A Friend in Need", SW:TCW
415 "Deception", SW:TCW 416 "Friends and Enemies",
SW:TCW 418 "Crisis on Naboo", SW:TCW 411
"Brothers", SW:TCW 502 "A War on Two Fronts",
SW:TCW 503 "Front Runners", SW:TCW 504 "The Soft
War", SW:TCW 505 "Tipping Points", SW:TCW 506 "The
Gathering", SW:TCW 507 "A Test of Strength", SW:TCW
508 "Bound for Rescue", SW:TCW 509 "A Necessary
Bond", N. The Clone Wars: Stories of Light and Dark
"Almost a Jedi", SW:TCW 517 "Sabotage", SW:TCW
518 "The Jedi Who Knew Too Much", C. Age of
Republic Special #1 "Sisters (Appears on screen),
SW:TCW 519 "To Catch a Jedi", SW:TCW 510 "The
Wrong Jedi", SW:TCW 612 "Destiny" (Vision to Yoda),
SW:TCW 705 "Gone with a Trace", SW:TCW 706 "Deal
No Deal", SW:TCW 707 "Dangerous Debt", SW:TCW
708 "Together Again", SW:TCW 709 "Old Friends Not
Forgotten", SW:TCW 710 "The Phantom Apprentice",
SW:TCW 711 "Shattered", SW:TCW 712 "Victory and
Death", N. Ahsoka, SWRe 107 "Out of Darkness"
(Voice only), SWRe 109 "Gathering Forces" (Voice
only), SWRe 114 "Rebel Resolve" (Appears in
hologram), SWRe 115 "Fire Across the Galaxy", C.
FoD: "A Disarming Lesson", Star Wars Rebels
Magazine 12: "Ocean Rescue", SWRe 203 "The Lost
Commanders", SWRe 204 "Relics of the Old Republic",
SWRe 210 "The Future of the Force", SWRe 218
"Shroud of Darkness", SWRe 220 "The Mystery of
Chopper Base", SWRe 221-222 "Twilight of the
Apprentice", SWRe 412 "Wolves and a Door", SWRe
413 "A World Between Worlds", SWRe 415-416
"Family Reunion – and Farewell", TM "Chapter 13: The
Jedi"

TIBBOLA

A human male who lived on the moon Raada during
the first year of the Galactic Empire. Sometime after the
Empire arrived on Raada, Tibbola stood up to an Imperial
officer and was executed by a stormtrooper in Selda's
cantina.
 Tibbola: use the Raada Resistance Member stat block

(p.XX)
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

UNIDENTIFIED BLACK SUN AGENT

An agent of Black Sun followed the former Jedi Ahsoka
Tano to a planet in the Thabeska system, where they
attempted to recruit Tano for the criminal syndicate. Tano
declined and fled in her light freighter, with their ship in
close pursuit. When the agent's ship came under fire from
a larger ship, piloted by Bail Organa's associates Chardri
Tage and Tamsin, the agent was forced to flee.

BIOGRAPHY
In 18 BBY, an agent working for the Black Sun criminal
syndicate was sent to recruit the former Jedi Ahsoka Tano.
Tano, who had departed the planet Thabeska, noticed their
ship approaching her location after she landed in the
mountains on another planet in the same system. As she
had not gone into hyperspace and there was no tracking
device aboard her light freighter, she realized they had
likely tracked her visually.
After the agent disembarked from their starship, they
told Tano that Black Sun had noticed her work under her
pseudonym "Ashla" as a pilot for the Fardi clan. "Ashla" had
helped people affected by the rule of the Galactic Empire
and thereby disrupted Black Sun's criminal enterprises,
leading the agent to threaten Tano that she could either
pay back the syndicate with credits and labor or pay with
her life. Tano turned down the agent's offer and dodged
their blaster fire to escape in her light freighter, but they
pursued her in their more advanced ship. Both beings
damaged the engines of the other's ship, and Tano was
close to crashing when a larger ship, which was piloted by
Chardri Tage and Tamsin to locate Tano on Bail Organa's
behalf, fired upon the agent's vessel and forced them to
flee.
PERSONALITY AND TRAITS
The agent regarded the Fardi clan as petty scum, but
described Black Sun as a high-level organization engaged
in business ventures. As those ventures included trafficking
in sentient beings, Tano would not have described them in
such terms.
To secure the outcome desired by Black Sun, the agent
was willing to threaten Tano's life, but they did not begin
firing blaster shots until Tano said she was not interested.
Their reflexes were not quick enough to land a hit on the
former Jedi before she entered her freighter, leaving them
a choice of charging the ramp or pursuing in their ship;
they chose the latter. At one point, they were flying
towards Tano when she pulled her ship around, and it was
unclear to Tano if the agent did not care about ramming
her or failed to notice her change of direction. After they
successfully targeted Tano's starboard engine and she
spun out of control, they appeared to seek a better
viewpoint to watch her expected crash, but chose to flee
rather than fight the larger ship sent by Organa.
EQUIPMENT
The agent wore dark armor that completely covered
their body and utilized a voice modulator; as a result, Tano
was unable to identify their species or their gender. The
difficulty of understanding their words left Tano uncertain if
they were a seasoned professional utilizing an old
modulator or too new to afford better quality equipment.
Tano observed their cracked knee plating was a vulnerable
spot she could target. They armed themselves with at least
two blasters that were readily visible. Their well-maintained
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starship was small and sleek, with cannons that were
slower but more powerful than those of Tano's freighter.
 Unidentified Black Sun Agent: all stats 2D except for:

blaster 5D, dodge 4D+2, melee combat 4D+2,
cultures: Black Sun 4D+1, intimidation 5D, law
enforcement 3D, planetary systems 3D, streetwise
4D+2, survival 3D+2, value 3D+2, astrogation
3D+1, repulsorlift operation 3D+2, space transports
4D, starship gunnery 3D+1, starship shields 3D+2,
bargain 3D+2, command: Black Sun 3D+2, con 4D,
hide 4D, persuasion 4D, search 3D+1, brawling
3D+2. Move: 10. Equipment: Black Sun blaster pistol
(4D+2), dark armor and helmet (+1D to resist
damage; voice modulator), unidentified Black Sun
Starship (p.XX).
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

VARTAN

A human male farmer who lived on the moon Raada
during the first year of the Galactic Empire. He was a
farming crew lead, as well as a respected leader within the
community. He took Kaeden and Miara Larte into his crew
after they were orphaned. Vartan worked with Ahsoka Tano
to organize a resistance against the Imperial occupation of
Raada. He took over the Raada cell after Ahsoka left.
During the evacuation of Raada, he was severely injured by
a blast from an Imperial tank, losing two of his limbs.
 Vartan: use the Raada Resistance Member stat block

(p.XX)
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

CHAPTER 3: LOCATIONS
ALDERAAN

A blue-green orb enveloped in a white web of clouds.
Its surface has vast bodies of water and is covered in
snow-capped mountains, with patches of green grassy
hills. Alderaan is known throughout the galaxy as "the
planet of beauty." Famous natural landmarks of Alderaan
include the Cloudshape Falls and the Isatabith rain forest.
A variety of grapevines grow on Alderaan, that produce
Toniray and emerald wine. The local fauna includes the
Alderaanian wolf-cat and a species of white-winged bird.
The cities on Alderaan are carefully designed to respect
the natural beauty of their environment. For example, the
palace of the royal family and the city around it blends into
the local snow-capped peaks. Alderaanian architecture
make use of white synthstone, which inspires the
architecture of certain mining economies of the Outer Rim
Territories, like the floating colony of Cloud City, and the
planets Lothal and Garel.
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Alderaan

Region: Core Worlds
Sector: Alderaan
System: Alderaan
Sun(s): 1: Alderaan
Trade Route(s): Commenor Run
Orbital Position: 1
Moon(s): 0
Length of Day: 18 hours
Length of Year: 364 local days
Starport(s): Several standard class
Type: Terrestrial
Temperature: Temperate
Atmosphere: Type I
Hydrosphere: Moderate
Gravity: Standard
Primary Terrain: Forests, mountainous, plains
Points of Interest: Appenza Peak, Cloudshape Falls,
Glarus Lagoons, Istabith Falls, Istabith rain forest,
River Wuitho, Royal Place of Alderaan, University of
Alderaan, Mountain Palace, Crevasse City
Native Flora: Chinar tree, conifer, starblossom,
starflower
Native Fauna: Wolf-cat, nerf, snow owl, thantra
Native Species: None
Immigrated Species: Varied (95% human, 5% other)
Population: 2 billion
Languages: Galactic basic standard
Government: Monarchy
Tech Level: Space
Planet Function: Homeworld
Major Cities: Aldera (capital), Crevasse City, Sanctuary
Coast
Major Exports: Wine, art, other luxury goods

Major Imports: Manufactured goods, electronics
Special Conditions: Places of Interest:
 Aldera: The capital city of Alderaan. It is built on
an island in the middle of a lake, in the vicinity of
snow-capped mountains, one of which is the
Appenza Peak. A scenic city, it features a
collection of gleaming, rounded, white structures
that include the Royal Palace. Crevasse City, the
first and largest of Alderaan's canyon cities,
depends on Aldera's own spaceport facilities.
 Aldera Spaceport: The central public spaceflight
facility located in Aldera. It is considered to be one
of the best starports in the Core Worlds.
 Appenza Peak: A famous snow-capped mountain,
visible from the capital Aldera. Although it isn't
Alderaan's highest mountain, it is likely the most
iconic, its silhouette features on the flag of the
capital region. Many Alderaanian fairy tales begin
with a spirit flying away from its home on the
mountain to choose an adventurer, and religious
pilgrims claim it was possible to commune with
the Force at its summit. The climb to the
mountain's summit is considered relatively easy,
and hundreds make the trek every year. It is
traditional for the heir to the Alderaanian throne to
climb the mountain solo for their Challenge of the
Body.
 Crevasse City: A city that is the first and largest of
the canyon cities. It is built into the walls of a
massive canyon, which allows it to conceal
everything from dwellings to heavy industry
underground. Due to its unusual structure and
scenic landscape, it is a popular tourist
destination, and has its own hotels and resorts.
The city has no spaceport, and relie on Aldera's
facilities.
 Archipelago University: An Alderaanian university.
Kier Domadi's mother was a professor there.
 Glarus Lagoons: A location on the planet Alderaan
that is known for its spectacular scenery and sea
life.
 Cloudshape Falls: Waterfalls.
 Glarus Lagoons: A location known for their
spectacular scenery and sea life.
 Istabith Falls: waterfalls.
 Isatabith Rain Forest: A forest.
 Istabith Range: A mountain range.
 River Wuitho: A river that can be seen from the
south terrace of the Royal Family's palace in
Aldera.
 Royal Library of Alderaan: Also known as Great
Library of Alderaan is the primary library of the
planet Alderaan. It has a large and valuable







collection, including real paper books and
datacrons. It is open to the public.
Royal Palace of Alderaan: Also known as the
Mountain Palace, servedsas the residence of the
House of Organa. Thanks to the skills of
Alderaanian architects, the palace and the city
around it blend smoothly into the local snowcapped mountains. An elegant building, its design
captures the opulence of royalty. The palace's
south terrace looks out over the River Wuitho, and
the smaller villages on the outskirts of Aldera. The
palace also contains a library with ancient paper
books. Over the centuries the palace it has been
expanded many times. These expansions usually
took the form of chambers dug ever-deeper into
the mountain, resulting in a labyrinthine layout.
University of Alderaan: A renowned university in
Aldera. It has one of many medical, academic,
and research institutions that attracts experts and
students from across the galaxy.
Sanctuary Coast: A sprawling city built on
enormous stilts on the border of a large inland
sea. Throughout the city's history, leaders have
committed to offer assistance to refugees fleeing
wars and oppression.

RAADA

A very remote, even by Outer Rim standards and only
housed one major settlement on the moon. Only the area
around the settlement was arable and had fields to harvest
the crops. The rest of the moon was rocky hills filled with
caves. The settlement only housed a few hundred farmers
with several dozen work crews. The colony was originally
maintained by the Overseers, but they were bought off or
intimidated by Imperials and left the moon.


Raada

Region: Outer Rim Territories
Sector: System: Sun(s): 1
Trade Routes: Orbital Position: Moon(s): Length of Day: 26 standard hours
Length of Year: 421 standard days
Starport(s): Landing field
Type: Moon
Temperature: Temperate
Atmosphere: Type I
Hydrosphere: Moderate
Gravity: Standard
Primary Terrain: Rocky, plains, hills
Points of Interest: Settlement, Selda's cantina
Native Flora: 27

Native Fauna: Native Species: Immigrated Species: Human,
Togruta
Population: 350
Language: Galactic basic
Government: Tech Level: Hyperspace
Planet Function: Farm colony
Major Cities: Major Exports: Major Imports: -

Rodian,

Sullustan,

The cities of Tatooine were frequently blasted by
sandstorms and the inhabitants always seemed to know
when one was coming. Not much distinguished the towns
as the poor standard of living was common. The cities
were separated from each other by large expanses of
deserts. Rural life, on the other hand, was mostly small
moisture farms that sold water and food for a meager
living.

Special Conditions: Places of Interest:
 Imperial Base: In 18 BBY, a base was built on the
moon Raada by the Galactic Empire. It consisted
of soldiers' barracks, grounds for Clone Wars-era
walkers, as well as a Republic prefab building.
Components of the military complex were lowered
from a Star Destroyer, and the base itself was put
together on the ground.
 Unidentified Settlement: One year after the Clone
Wars, the moon Raada had a settlement where
Selda's cantina was located. Former Jedi Padawan
Ahsoka Tano briefly hid out there under the name
"Ashla" while hiding from the Galactic Empire. The
population was eventually evacuated after an
uprising against the Imperial occupiers.
 Selda's Cantina: A cantina owned by the Togruta
Selda on the moon Raada. Crokin was a popular
game that could be played there.

TATOOINE

A planet located in the Outer Rim, a region of the
galaxy far removed from its core. It had three moons,
Ghomrassen, Guermessa and Chenini. Long ago, Tatooine
was covered in oceans and rainforests, but for unknown
reasons, it became a hot desert world. Tatooine orbited
twin suns, Tatoo I and Tatoo II. The whole planet was
covered in harsh deserts, and only a small part of its
northern hemisphere could sustain intelligent life.[33] The
landscape was covered with sand dunes, mountains, and
canyons, which made traversing the planet very difficult.
Due to the absence of surface water, those who lived on
Tatooine had to draw moisture through the dry air.
Inhabiting the planet were many native species, the
largest of which were the carnivorous krayt dragons. The
common krayt dragon, while more plentiful, was shadowed
by the greater krayt dragon, which submerged itself under
the shifting sands and used its powerful limbs to swim
through the dunes. In addition, the common bantha and
eopie species also found a home on the world, along with
dewbacks, rontos, womp rats, massiffs and scurriers.
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Tatooine

Region: Outer Rim Territories
Sector: Arkanis
System: Tatoo
Sun(s): 2: Taboo I, Taboo II
Trade Routes: Orbital Position: 1
Moon(s): 3: Ghomrassen, Guermessa, Chenini
Length of Day: 34 standard hours
Length of Year: 304 standard days
Starport(s): Limited services
Type: Terrestrial
Temperature: Hot
Atmosphere: Type I
Hydrosphere: Arid
Gravity: Standard
Primary Terrain: Canyons, desert, mountains, rocky
bluffs
Points of Interest: Anchorhead Pass, Beggar's Canyon,
Ben's Mesa ,Contented Krayt, Dune Sea, Ebe Crater
Valley, Great Chott salt flat, Great Mesra Plateau,
Great Pit of Carkoon, Hubba Heights, Hutt Flats,
Jabba's Palace, Jawa Heights, Jundland Chasm,
Jundland Wastes, Mospic High Range, Mushroom

Mesa, Northern Dune Sea, Plibene Rock, Sluuce
Canyon, Western Dune Sea, Waldo Flats, Xelric Draw
Native Flora: Black melon, Funnel flower, Lamta,
Pallie, Poonten grass, Polta bean, Tree, Tuber
Native Fauna: Bantha, Canyon krayt dragon, Cave
sketto, Dewback, Dune lizard, Dune worm, Eopie, Gorg
,Greater krayt dragon, Jerba, Leebsie-lurker, Logra,
Massiff, Profrogg, Rock wart, Ronto, Sandfly, Sand
skitter, Sarlacc, Scurrier, Scyk, Tatoo-rat, Tatooine
hyena, Womp rat, Woodoo, Worrt
Native Species: Jawa, Tusken Raider
Immigrated Species: Varied
Population: 200 Thousand
Language: Galactic Basic, Huttese, , Jawaese, Tusken
Government: Imperial governor
Tech Level: Hyperspace
Planet Function: Smuggling, trade, subsistence
Major Cities: Anchorhead, Bestine, Mos Doba, Mos
Eisley, Mos Elrey, Mos Entha, Mos Pelgo, Mos Espa
(de facto capital), Mos Taike, Mos Zabu, Tosche
Station
Major Exports: Dilarium oil, Silicax oxalate, slaves
Major Imports: Consumables, technology, water
Special Conditions: Places of Interest:
 Dune Sea: A vast stretch of desert. The Great Pit
of Carkoon, which contained a creature known as
the sarlacc, was located in the Dune Sea. The
Western Dune Sea was the location where the
Mos Espa Grand Arena was located. The palace of
Jabba the Hutt and the home of Obi-Wan Kenobi
were located beyond the Dune Sea.
 Northern Dune Sea: A region of the Dune Sea, a
large expense of desert on the Outer Rim world of
Tatooine. The palace of Jabba the Hutt was one of
the most prominent features in the Northern Dune
Sea.
 Jabba's Palace: The base of operations for Jabba
the Hutt, a crime lord and ruling member of the
Grand Hutt Council.
 Mos Eisley: A large spaceport on the planet
Tatooine. It was located on the Great Mesra
Plateau, north of Anchorhead, and southeast of
the Jundland Wastes. The spaceport, while lacking
a primary landing facility, contained 362 hangars
in which arrivals could berth.
 Bounty Hunter Hang Out: A building in the city
Mos Eisley on the planet Tatooine which was used
by Boba Fett's syndicate.
 Chalmun's Spaceport Cantina: Also known simply
as Chalmun's Cantina, or as the Mos Eisley
Cantina, was a drinking and dining establishment
located in the city of Mos Eisley on the desert
world of Tatooine. Although a dimly lit tavern





known for frequent outbreaks of violence, it was a
popular stopping point for pilots, smugglers,
bounty hunters, alien misfits and renegades.
Jundland Wastes: The Great Chott salt flat existed
in the southeastern extreme of the Jundland
Wastes. Black melons grew in the Jundland
Wastes, providing Tusken Raiders with a reliable
source of milk. Luke Skywalker was attacked by a
group of Tusken Raiders led by A'Koba in the
Jundland Wastes, before being rescued by Jedi
Master Obi-Wan Kenobi.
Ben Kenobi's Home: The home of Jedi Master ObiWan Kenobi, who used the alias Ben Kenobi, on
Tatooine. It was an abandoned moisture
prospector's home located in the Jundland
Wastes, situated on a bluff surrounded by the
Western Dune Sea.

THABESKA

A planet located in the Outer Rim Territories where the
Fardi clan operated. It was windy and dusty, and
newcomers to the planet could be identified by having
clean, dust-free clothing. After surviving Order 66, former
Jedi Padawan Ahsoka Tano spent the first year of the
Imperial Era in hiding on Thabeska, working for the Fardis
as a mechanic.
 Thabeska

Region: Outer Rim Territories
Sector: System: Thabeska
Sun(s): 1
Trade Routes: Orbital Position: 2
Moon(s): Length of Day: 28 standard hours
Length of Year: 392 standard days
Starport(s): Limited services
Type: Terrestrial
Temperature: Temperate
Atmosphere: Type I
Hydrosphere: Arid
Gravity: Standard
Primary Terrain: Dusty plains
Points of Interest: Native Flora: Native Fauna: Native Species: Immigrated Species: Varied
Population: 2,200
Language: Galactic basic
Government: None
Tech Level: Hypserspace
Planet Function: 29

Major Cities: Major Exports: Major Imports: Special Conditions: Places of Interest:
 Fardi Compound: A place where a branch of the
Fardi clan lived on the Outer Rim planet Thabeska.

identify and observe emerging resistance cells and
determine whether they were competent in disrupting
Imperial operations and remaining hidden. Organa
regarded it as cruel but necessary, as the Empire could
easily destroy amateur groups and compromise the entire
organization Organa and Senator Mon Mothma were
attempting to create.

CHAPTER 4:
ORGANIZATIONS AND
TITLES
BAIL ORGANA’S RESISTANCE
MOVEMENT

During the early days of the Galactic Empire, Senator
Bail Prestor Organa formed a resistance movement. The
movement helped form some of the earliest organized
resistance groups by using the power and wealth of
Alderaan, which included royal and personal fortunes.
Organa was able to bring about firepower and other
difficult to obtain assets, and his movement actively
recruited similarly-minded individuals after a thorough
vetting process.
Organa's resistance tried to be aware of reports and
rumors throughout the galaxy on rebellious and insurgent
activity, looking for successful independent resistance
groups that might have indicated a possible ally or even a
surviving Jedi. Organa's mix of available units was always
changing. Some were under his personal command, while
other forces were allies that were willing to lend their
support through the means of action. Due to his position,
Organa and his movement were able to call upon Alderaan
military forces and an assortment of starships when more
firepower was needed.
Organa's resistance movement maintained a network of
secret agents, known as Fulcrums, and influential
politicians that were tapped for information or covert
operations. Due to Alderaan's reputation for their relief
efforts, Organa's resistance movement was able to
dispatch personnel and starships to areas in a conflict
where the Galactic Empire would normally be wary of
outside attention.
In 18 BBY, Organa discovered the activities of the
former Jedi Padawan Ahsoka Tano and eventually recruited
her into his movement.

REBEL INTELLIGENCE

Formed between 19 BBY and 18 BBY, during the early
days of the rebellion against the Galactic Empire. Former
Jedi Padawan Ahsoka Tano took over command of the
Intelligence network after she was recruited into the
rebellion by Senator Bail Organa. Their strategy was to
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FULCRUM
The title of Fulcrum was used by spies in the rebel
network. Their purpose was to gather and distribute
intelligence, and recruit new members to the rebel cause.
Fulcrums were supposed to keep their identities as secret
as possible, and to that aim, usually modulated their
voices on their transmissions. They also used avatars when
speaking via hologram. The most common avatar was that
of the Fulcrum symbol, a white design based on Ahsoka
Tano's forehead markings. As the title's creator, she was
also known to use an avatar of a cloaked figure.
Fulcrums were both agents and commanders, as they
investigated Imperial activity and gave missions to their
subordinates, they also directed forces and oversaw
associated cells. The use of Fulcrum as a single codename
allowed for the confusion of Imperial intelligence
operations if an individual agent was uncovered.
"Fulcrum" was originally the name of a subspace
communications frequency used by Jedi General Anakin
Skywalker during the Clone Wars. Among those aware of
the frequency were Skywalker's former Master Obi-Wan
Kenobi, Admiral Wullf Yularen, Onderonian freedom fighter
Saw Gerrera and Skywalker's former Padawan Ahsoka
Tano. When Tano and Bo-Katan Kryze used the frequency
to contact Skywalker and Kenobi during the Battle of
Yerbana, Skywalker initially assumed that Gerrera was the
one attempting to get in touch, regarding the ongoing
siege at Onderon.

Following the establishment of the Galactic Empire,
Tano, having survived Order 66, took over Senator Bail
Organa's intelligence network, which was part of the early
rebel network. She adopted the codename Fulcrum, which
later became the standard alias for other rebel operatives
within the network.

BLACK SUN

A criminal syndicate that came into prominence during
the Clone Wars as the Jedi Order focused more on military
affairs and less on law enforcement. Black Sun was allied
with the Shadow Collective and its leader, the renegade
Sith Lord Maul. The syndicate maintained bases on
Mustafar and Ord Mantell and had many of the Falleen
species as members.

THE CLONE WARS

During the Clone Wars, the syndicate was very
influential throughout the galaxy and run by a group of
Falleen noblemen from a fortress on Mustafar. One of its'
members was Ziro the Hutt. During the war, Black Sun was
coerced by the former Sith Lord Maul into joining his
Shadow Collective after his brother Savage Opress killed
their leader, Xomit Grunseit. Black Sun openly maintained
a base on Ord Mantell.

ELDER HOUSES

The collected hereditary royal houses of the galaxy.
They included the House of Organa and Lady Carise
Sindian's family. In ancient times, the Elder Houses were
very serious about supporting various monarchies, but
during the era of the New Republic, almost no one took
the concept of hereditary nobility seriously anymore. By
then, the Elder Houses had long since become more of a
social organization than anything else, and most of its
members saw it as nothing more than a genealogical
resource and an excuse for the occasional gala.
Most of the Elder Houses shared a number of sacred
oaths, one of which was to keep secret anything placed
under the sanctity of the royal seal. The most senior
members of the Elder Houses formed a ruling council of
sorts that could pass certain resolutions. The council
notably had the power to strip a noble of his or her titles
and evict him or her from the Elder Houses.
None of the Elder Houses adjudicated succession
through strict bloodline inheritance. In other words, any
child adopted by nobles and raised as their own was
regarded as a genuine aristocrat regardless of their
biological parentage. As such, Leia Organa was a
legitimate princess of Alderaan, despite the fact that Bail
and Breha Organa were only her adoptive parents.

Under direction of the Shadow Collective, Black Sun
and the Pyke Syndicate participated in the large Battle of
Ord Mantell, defending against Separatist attackers led by
Count Dooku and Grievous.
Towards the end of the Clone Wars, Black Sun's leader
Ziton Moj proposed merging with the Pyke Syndicate,
which specialized in distributing illegal narcotics. When the
Pyke leader Marg Krim rejected his demands, Moj
retaliated by kidnapping his family in order to force Krim to
change his mind. Krim then hired two independent bounty
hunters—the former Sith apprentice Asajj Ventress and the
undercover Jedi Master Quinlan Vos—to rescue his family.
The two bounty hunters raided the Black Sun fortress on
Mustafar and succeeded in rescuing Krim's family. During
the rescue mission, Moj and his Falleen guards were
assaulted by Ventress and Vos. Black Sun retaliated by
sending a fleet to attack the Pyke stronghold of Oba Diah.

AGE OF THE EMPIRE

After Palpatine transformed the Republic into his own
Galactic Empire at the end of the Clone Wars, Black Sun
formed a durable relationship with the new autocratic
government. A year after the establishment of the Empire,
Black Sun took an interest in Ahsoka Tano, one of their
agents finding her and offering a job with them. When she
refused, they attacked, but were driven away by Bail
Organa's forces coming to her defense.

HOUSE OF ORGANA

The royal house of Alderaan, an influential planet
located in the Core Worlds. As one of the galaxy's royal
families, collectively known as the Elder Houses, the rule
of Alderaan was a hereditary right that passed from one
generation to the next. During the last years of the
Galactic Republic, Breha Organa reigned as Queen of the
Alderaanians. Her consort, the idealistic Viceroy Bail
Prestor Organa, represented their homeworld in the
Galactic Senate as the Senator of Alderaan. During his
political career, Bail served as head of the committee for
transportation of construction materials, and through his
work transporting materials to the Mid Rim, he became
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acquainted with fellow senators Mon Mothma of Chandrila,
Onaconda Farr of Rodia, and Padmé Amidala of Naboo.

their colleagues in order to coerce Chancellor Palpatine
into releasing Ziro Desilijic Tiure from prison.

The House of Organa had an extended family consisting
of fellow statesmen and nobles. Bail Antilles was a relative
of Queen Breha and once represented Alderaan as its
senator at the time of the Naboo Crisis. Lord Mellowyn,
the governor of Birren, was a distant kinsman to Bail
Organa and was, therefore, related to the Royal Family of
Alderaan through marriage. Breha, who lived in the Royal
Palace of Aldera, the capital city of Alderaan, was heir
apparent to the throne during the Republic Era.

In the waning days of the war, Bail joined the
Delegation of 2,000 in drafting a petition that called on
the chancellor to relinquish his emergency powers and end
the conflict with the Confederacy of Independent Systems.
Instead of a restoration of democracy, Bail was horrified to
witness Palpatine's declaration of the Galactic Empire, and
began fomenting a rebellion against the Emperor. By then,
the newborn Princess Leia Organa became the newest
addition to the royal family. Having discussed adoption in
lieu of a natural heir to the throne, Bail and Breha adopted
Leia and raised her as their own child. Knowing that Leia's
biological parents were the late Amidala and the fallen Jedi
Knight Anakin Skywalker, Bail kept his daughter's origins
secret in order to protect her from the Sith.

Introduced to Alderaanian pacifist ideals by her mother,
Breha cherished peace and from a young age she became
involved in politics. At one point prior to her reign, she
assisted the previous queen in negotiating a treaty. As part
of Alderaanian tradition, Breha had to participate in the
Day of Demand ceremony before she could claim her right
to the throne. In the process she sustained injuries to her
heart and lungs, which had to be replaced by pulmonodes.
Though she survived her ordeal, Breha chose to consider
adoption instead of attempting to conceive a child with her
husband.
Alderaan maintained its reputation as a peaceful world
throughout Queen Breha's reign, while Bail earned respect
on the galactic capital of Coruscant for his honesty and
commitment to justice. An idealist at heart, he served on
the Loyalist Committee during the administration of
Supreme Chancellor Sheev Palpatine in hopes of finding a
diplomatic solution to the Separatist Crisis. He retained his
loyalist principles throughout the Clone Wars and, driven by
his humanitarian instincts, supported the Republic by
aiding relief efforts and helping refugees. Chancellor
Palpatine's accumulation of wartime powers, however,
conflicted with Bail's politics. While Bail represented their
interests on Coruscant, Breha remained on Alderaan
where the queen took on additional responsibilities as
Minister of Education.
During the early days of the conflict, Bail led a relief
mission on Christophsis to help the native population while
their planet was besieged by Separatist forces. In addition
to his relief efforts, Bail represented the Republic Senate
in diplomacy and trade. At the request of the Jedi High
Council, he assisted the Gungan representative Jar Jar
Binks in negotiating an agreement with the Toydarians,
allowing the Republic to secure its supply lines in the
region and provide aid to the Twi'leks of Ryloth. Bail also
worked alongside his political ally, Senator Amidala, to
better help the displaced citizens of the Clone Wars. On
one occasion, Bail and Amidala hosted the Alderaan
Refugee Conference on the former's homeworld.
Bail also remained involved in political issues on
Coruscant, and asked Amidala to accompany him to the
meeting about the Enhanced Privacy Invasion Bill.
However, they were taken hostage by the bounty hunter
Cad Bane, who threatened the lives of Bail, Amidala, and
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THE ROAD TO REBELLION

Breha's reign continued for almost two decades during
the Imperial Era. She mentored students personally on
Alderaan, including the X-wing starfighter pilot Evaan
Verlaine. As a protégé of the queen, Verlaine learned much
about the culture and heritage of her homeworld. Having
developed a great deal of respect for the House of Organa,
Verlaine was a committed royalist and a supporter of the
cause of liberty. Under Breha's rule, Alderaan was one of
the earliest supporters of rebellion against the Empire,
although the planetary government was cautious about
openly defying the Emperor.
Though outwardly loyal to the New Order, Bail
continued to support the cause of freedom and secretly
led a resistance movement against the Empire. As the
Empire consolidated its reign over the galaxy, Bail's
operation expanded to include other resistance cells

ALDERAAN GUARD

The security force responsible for the protection of
members of the House of Organa, the royal family of the
planet Alderaan.

ALDERAANIAN FLEET

The fleet maintained by the planet Alderaan. During the
Imperial Era, Viceroy Bail Organa and his rebel agents,
often sent out ships from the fleet to supply rebel cells by
having them be attacked and stolen by the rebels. The
Alderaanian fleet eventually became part of the larger
Alliance Fleet of the Rebel Alliance, with the Tantive IV
being part of the naval force by the Battle of Scarif. The
Alderaanian fleet's security force, the Alderaanian consular
security, crewed other vessels of the Alliance Fleet, such
as the MC75 Star Cruiser Profundity and the RHA
Consonance.

FARDI CLAN

A powerful and wealthy smuggling family that operated
on the Outer Rim world Thabeska one year after the

Galactic Empire had been established. The clan managed
to avoid the scrutiny of the Empire by having several legal
businesses that served as a cover for their smuggling
operations. While on the run from the Empire, former-Jedi
Ahsoka Tano worked for the Fardi clan as a courier.

officers disliked the interference of Inquisitors, such as
Admiral Kassius Konstantine. When inducted into the
ranks of the Inquisitorius, individuals left behind their
names and took up new ones, being labelled
Brother/Sister denoting their sexes.

INQUISITORIUS

When the Clone Wars ended, Supreme Chancellor
Sheev Palpatine, who was secretly Darth Sidious, formed
the Galactic Empire and declared the Jedi Order its enemy.
Using Jedi Master Mace Windu's attempt to have him
arrested as justification, the new Emperor activated Order
66, which had been hardwired into almost all of the
Republic's clone troopers by the Sith prior to the war, and
instructed them to kill the Jedi. Sidious also turned
Skywalker to the dark side of the Force to be his
apprentice, giving him the name "Darth Vader." The
majority of the Jedi were killed by the clones but several
managed to escape, especially after Jedi Master Obi-Wan
Kenobi sent out a distress signal from the Jedi Temple,
warning the survivors off. As such, several Jedi had
survived the initial purge and gone into hiding. Fearing the
threat the surviving Jedi posed to his rule, Emperor
Palpatine created the Inquisitors to track down and corrupt
or eliminate the last remaining Jedi.
The Inquisitors were all former Jedi that had fallen to
the dark side either by torture or corruption, with the Grand
Inquisitor having served as a Jedi Temple Guard, the Ninth
Sister being former Jedi Masana Tide, the Tenth Brother
being the former Jedi Master Prosset Dibs and the Second
Sister being the former Jedi Padawan Trilla Suduri. Darth
Vader soon discovered the program and was put in charge
of them by his Sith Master. Vader trained the Inquisitors in
the ways of the dark side of the Force. As part of their
training, a number of Inquisitors had parts of their body
severed by Vader's lightsaber so that they would not forget
the lesson of loss. After Vader cut off Sixth Brother's left
lower arm, the Grand Inquisitor began questioning Vader's
training techniques. Vader claimed that he was intending
to have the Inquisitors to abandon their tendency to fight
defensively as former Jedi and adopt more offensive
moves.

ORGANIZATION

Although the exact number of Inquisitors was kept
secret, there may have been as many as twelve.
Inquisitors utilized a Zeta-class shuttle named the
Infernum in 18 BBY, and commanded Purge Troopers, elite
death squads comprised of the last generation of clones
brought online after the Jedi Purge. Due to the nature of
their mission, Inquisitors had the power to commandeer
any required Imperial Military forces, and all officers were
to obey their orders. Any officer who came into contact
with Force-sensitive beings was to immediately contact an
Inquisitor to investigate the situation. Also, some Imperial

INQUISITOR MUTUALITY

The Inquisitors in the Inquisitorius held a mutual
relationship with each other. Many had to work together on
occasions where they were up against bigger threats. The
female Inquisitor and the Twi'lek Inquisitor had a mutual
friendship and always toasted to the death of every Jedi
they hunted with a drink made on the planet of which they
found them. However, being users of the dark side of the
Force, the Inquisitors became power hungry and a sense
of competition grew between them as they show signs of
mistrust to one another. Upon arriving at Mon Cala, the
Sixth Brother was insulted by his two subordinates, the
Ninth Sister and Tenth Brother.
Later on, the three aforementioned Inquisitors were
caught up in a skirmish in Bel City and the Tenth Brother
was killed. The other two helped each other clear a path
but then the Sixth Brother betrayed the Ninth Sister,
cutting off her leg and leaving her to the remainder of the
enemy. The Sixth Brother later abandoned one of his
missions to hunt a Jedi, hoping to obtain himself a
promotion. A female Inquisitor trained her own apprentice
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to use against the other Inquisitors before she was
betrayed and killed by the Dathomirian. During his search
for the Spectres, the Seventh Sister decided to intervene
with the Fifth Brother's hunt to obtain the kill for herself.

OPERATIONS

The Inquisitors' primary objective was to hunt down and
turn to the dark side (if possible) or kill (if not) Jedi who
had survived the initial stages of the Great Jedi Purge. The
Inquisitors' secondary objective was to prevent Forcesensitive children from falling into the hands of the
remaining Jedi or using their skills against the Empire. As
part of this strategy, an operation code-named Project
Harvester was designed to identify cadets in Imperial
academies across the galaxy who met the criteria that
would identify them as Force-sensitive. Should they be
identified as such, the cadets would be abducted and
taken into custody. Individuals who refused to serve the
Galactic Empire would then be eliminated.
As well as Imperial cadets, Project Harvester also
targeted infants that were identified as Force-sensitive.
One of the infants they took was the daughter of former
Jedi Master Eeth Koth. The baby was given to the
Nursemaids after being taken. Besides hunting Jedi, the
Inquisitors were also known to pursue other Force-sensitive
opponents of the Sith, like the renegade dark sider Maul.
The Inquisitor's hunt saw gradual success overtime. Moff
Wilhuff Tarkin read reports from the Inquisitorius and saw
that their hunt had rid the galaxy of most, if not all of the
surviving Jedi.

EQUIPMENT

The Inquisitors wore black and grey bodysuits with
armor and were equipped with crimson-bladed lightsabers,
typically of the double-bladed spinning lightsaber model
that were also capable of spinning in a helicopter-like
motion for escape due to their ringed emitters. The Tenth
Brother was an exception, possessing two separate shoto
lightsabers. The Inquisitors also developed interrogation
chairs to assist in their questioning of suspected rebels or
Jedi.

SKILLS AND TRAINING

Being former Jedi meant the Inquisitors were weak in
the dark side of the Force. Darth Vader noticed this when
he began training them. Vader aimed to cut the Inquisitors
from their more defensive fighting style and make it only
offensive, something Ahsoka Tano took advantage of when
fighting the Sixth Brother. One of Vader's first training
sessions with them included teaching them loss by
expending at least one of their limbs, such as the Sixth
Brother's left forearm, the Fifth Brother's right hand, and
the Ninth Sister's left eye.
Some of the Inquisitors had different strengths in
fighting, such as the Ninth Sister, who was stronger in
reading emotions, and the Tenth Brother, who had
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exceptional hearing and intuition in-spite of his lack of
eyes. Several of them also studied the records of the Jedi
Order to familiarize themselves with their enemies' fighting
techniques, making them dangerous fighters. However,
despite being assigned to hunt and kill Jedi and other
Force-sensitive targets, most of the Inquisitors were not
skilled enough to take on powerful Force-users; two
working in tandem were defeated by Ahsoka Tano, and
three combined were unable to overcome former Sith Lord
Maul, Ahsoka, and Kanan. However, some Inquisitors were
more successful in their hunting, with one Inquisitor being
able to hunt and kill four Jedi in the Anoat sector.

IMQUISITOR

A rank used within the Galactic Empire's Inquisitorius
Program.
BROTHER/SISTER
Titles given to members of the Inquisitorius, the group
of dark side warriors used by the Galactic Empire to hunt
down Jedi who survived the fall of the Jedi Order. The title
did not refer to blood relation, but instead fostered a
sense of unity amongst the Inquisitors. Nonetheless, there
was competition amongst the ranks of the Brothers and
Sisters, particularly after the death of their leader, the
Grand Inquisitor, as the Brothers and Sisters sought to
gain favor with the Sith Lord Darth Vader and succeed their
fallen leader. During the early rebellion against the Empire,
at least two Inquisitors, the Fifth Brother and the Seventh
Sister, were active in hunting rebels, seeking out Jedi
survivors, and capturing Force-sensitive children in order to
either destroy the younglings or convert them to the dark
side, while the Eighth Brother was tasked with hunting
Darth Maul.
ROLE AND POWERS
The individuals who carried the titles of Brother and
Sister were part of the Inquisitorius, a group of Forcewielding warriors, trained in the ways of the dark side, who
were used by the Galactic Empire to hunt down and
eliminate any Jedi who survived the fall of the Jedi Order.
There were several individuals who carried this title, though
the organization itself was relatively small. Although they
were not related by blood, the use of the titles of Brother
and Sister gave the group a sense of cohesion. The death
of the Grand Inquisitor at the hands of the rebel Jedi
Kanan Jarrus created a power vacuum within the ranks of
the Inquisitors, so the Brothers and Sisters of the
Inquisitorius competed against one another in the hopes of
currying favor with the Sith Lord Darth Vader so they could
become the next Grand Inquisitor. The Brothers and Sisters
were also responsible for carrying on the order's goal to
find and either destroy or convert Force-sensitive children,
so they could not become a threat to the Empire.
GRAND INQUISITOR

A rank used within the Galactic Empire, which utilized
Inquisitors in order to hunt down and destroy Jedi who had
survived the Great Jedi Purge. The Pau'an male known only
as the Grand Inquisitor, who was once a Jedi Temple
Guard, held the title of Grand Inquisitor and reported to
Darth Vader, a Dark Lord of the Sith and apprentice to the
Emperor, Darth Sidious. He was higher ranked than other
Inquisitors, such as the Second Sister, Fifth Brother, Sixth
Brother, Seventh Sister, Eighth Brother, Ninth Sister, and
Tenth Brother, trained in the arts of the dark side of the
Force and lightsaber combat. In order to understand his
Jedi opponents, he studied the records of the Jedi Archives
from the Imperial Palace-which had previously been the
Jedi Temple. This gave him an advantage in combat, as he
was able to understand Jedi fighting styles.

NEW ORDER

The official political ideology and atheistic state religion
adopted by the First Galactic Empire, and was enforced by
COMPNOR, with the Grand Architect of the New Order
responsible for its political message.
When Sheev Palpatine proclaimed himself Emperor in
front of the whole Galactic Senate, he promised that his
new regime would usher in a thousand years of peace by
ending the corruption and ineptitude of the old political
system of democracy.
Early into the Empire, a series of sub-commissions
began blueprinting what role the "ideal" Imperial citizen
would serve in a political religion that would come to be
known as the New Order. The Empire's officious tone was
appealing to dissatisfied youths who felt powerless and
victimized. To them, the Empire offered a chance at
retribution and an intoxicating brand of power.

IDEOLOGY

The chief values of the regime were order, control, and
the rule of law. Other values included civic pride,
patriotism,
and
militarism.
Xenophobia
and
humanocentrism were key points of New Order policy, and
were justified as a natural extension of the human right to
rule.

RAADA RESISTANCE

In 18 BBY a resistance group was formed on the Outer
Rim moon Raada by the former Jedi Padawan Ahsoka
Tano. The group fought in an uprising against the recent
Imperial occupation of the moon, however was forced to
escape with the aid of Bail Organa's Forces.
 Raada Resistance Member: all stats 2D except for:

blaster 2D+2, dodge 3D, melee combat 2D+2,
crokin 3D, farming 4D, survival 3D+1, beast riding
3D+2, farm equipment operation: thresher 4D+1,

repulsorlift operation 2D+2, Strength 2D+2, stamina
3D+2. Move: 10.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie

CHAPTER 5: VEHICLES
AND VESSELS
UNIDENTIFIED BLACK SUN
STARSHIP

A starship was owned by an agent of the Black Sun
criminal syndicate. It was equipped with two engines and
armed with powerful cannons. In 18 BBY, the starship was
well-maintained and no longer new. The agent piloted the
ship without need for additional crew, but its sleek design
was too small for cargo.
The agent flew it when Black Sun sent them to recruit
the former Jedi Ahsoka Tano, known by her alias "Ashla;"
the Togruta had interfered with the syndicate's activities by
smuggling for the Fardi clan and aiding beings Black Sun
wished to extort. The agent tracked Tano and her freighter
to a planet in the Thabeska system. Tano declined joining
Black Sun and the two ships engaged in a firefight. The
agent's slower guns destroyed a mountainside and struck
Tano's starboard engine, causing it to fail, but Tano
disabled one of their cannons and damaged their engine
manifolds. When another ship arrived and fired upon their
ship, the agent fled.


Unidentified Black Sun Starship
Type: Light transport
Length: 35 meters
Skill: Space transports: light transport
Crew: 1
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 10 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: Not available for sale
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x16
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 295; 950 kmh
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Heavy Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
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Space Range: 1-3/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 5D
Game Notes: The heavy laser cannon can be fired by
the pilot but only in the Front fire arc and has a fire
rate of 1.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

CHAPTER 6: WEAPONS
AND TECHNOLOGY
BASTON

A type of melee weapon similar to a truncheon. They were
similar in size and shape to swords or lightsabers, and
could be wielded in a similar fashion.


UNIDENTIFIED LIGHT FREIGHTER

A light freighter owned by the chief Fardi of the Fardi
clan in the year after the formation of the Galactic Empire.
It was based in the shipyard of the clan's compound, which
was on the planet Thabeska in the Thabeska system, until
the former Jedi Ahsoka Tano stole it.
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Light Freighter (Fardi Clan)

Type: Standard Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 35 meters
Skill: Space transports: Light freighter
Crew: 2
Passengers: 6-8
Cargo Capacity: 45 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 20,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 2D
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 295; 950 kmh
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 50/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Laser Cannons (fire-linked)
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 1-3/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D+1
Game Notes: This ship has five smuggler
compartments that can hold up to 2.5 metric tons of
cargo.
Sources: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

Baston

Type: Melee weapon
Scale: Character
Skill: Melee combat: baston
Cost: 200
Availability: 1
Difficulty: Moderate
Damage: STR+1D (MAX: 6D)
Game Notes: A character with the appropriate skill
specialization gains a +5 bonus to all parry rolls made
when wielding a baston.
Sources: Stats by Emperor Ollie
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

DOUBLE-BLADED SPINNING
LIGHTSABER

Also known as the Inquisitorius lightsaber, or simply as
the Inquisitor lightsaber, was a specially-designed
lightsaber model used by the Inquisitorius, a group of dark
side adepts who enforced the will of the Galactic Empire. It
was capable of both single and double blades, and was
capable of spinning in a circular motion when both blades
were emitted. Known wielders of this model included the
Grand Inquisitor, the Second Sister, the Fifth Brother, the
Sixth Brother, the Seventh Sister, the Eighth Brother, the
Ninth Sister, and Jerserra. As was custom with the Jedi
and Sith, the lightsabers used by the Inquisitorius thus far
have shown variation in the weapon's design while
maintaining core features.
The lightsaber's overall design hardly made it any bigger
than a single-emitter lightsaber, a stark contrast to the
design of dual-bladed weapons previously used by warriors
such as Darth Maul. Another unique feature of this
weapon is that the blade emitters would spin along tracks
in the disc while the hilt would remain stationary in
relation, allowing for more emphasis on the attack whilst
maintaining a better degree of control over the weapon.
Some versions of the lightsaber also contained a
rotating wheel of sharp razor blades which could intimidate
an enemy or be used as an alternative way of slicing
through opponents. Ezra Bridger's hand was almost sliced
off when the Eighth Brother used this feature.
The weapon suffered from a number of design flaws: if
given the opening, an opponent could cut through the disc
from the inside or outside of the ring, causing the weapon
to fly apart if spinning. The ringed emitter also presented a
larger target for a disarming move, and should the emitter

be damaged it affected the lightsaber's ability to function
properly. This was demonstrated by the Fifth and Eighth
Brothers when facing Ahsoka Tano, Kanan Jarrus, and
Maul in a confrontation on Malachor; both times, their
opponents targeted the emitter and damaged it, which led
to both their deaths shortly afterwards.
It could also be used to fly, combining micro-repulsor
lifts with the blades' spinning in a propeller-like motion to
lift the wielder off the ground. This was often used as a
way to escape.
 Double-bladed Spinning Lightsaber

Type: Plasma sword
Scale: Character
Skill: Lightsaber: double-bladed
Cost: Unavailable for sale
Availability: 4 (unique)
Difculty: Difficult
Damage: 5D
Game Notes:
 Proper use of a double-bladed lightsaber requires
the specialization Lightsaber: Double-Bladed
Lightsaber. Without the proper specialization, the
difficulty to use a double-bladed lightsaber is very
difficult, and none of the special benefits of the
double-bladed lightsaber may be used.
 If properly trained, a Jedi wielding a double-bladed
lightsaber gains a +5 bonus to all parry rolls
made when both lightsaber blades are extended.
 If used with only a single blade projected, a
double-bladed lightsaber is treated as if it were a
normal lightsaber.
 If an attacking character misses the difficulty
number by more than 10 points (the base
difficulty; not their opponent’s parry total), the
character has injured himself with the lightsaber.
Apply normal damage to the character wielding
the lightsaber.
 Spinning Double-blade (Very Difficult; +10 bonus
to all parry rolls, +5 to strike; if the wielding
character misses the base difculty number by
more than 10 points they have injured themselves
with the lightsaber).
 May be thrown (use the Trown Weapon skill; 5D;
3-5/8/15).
 Some, but not all Inquisitor blades are equipped
with a small repulsor field generator. Strong
enough to decrease the mass of a single person
and by using the spinning motion of the blade,
Inquisitors are able to fly for short distances. This
maneuver requires an Easy acrobatics skill roll. If
successful, the Inquisitor can move up to 50
meters vertically and horizontally. Each use
expends one charge, a fully charged unit has 10
charges.
Source: Stats by Emperor Ollie

Appearances: C. Darth Vader: Dark Lord of the Sith 69,11,12-14,15-17, N. Ahsoka, C. Jedi Fallen Order:
Dark Temple 1-5, C. Darth Vader: Dark Lord of the Sith
19-20, PC. Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order, Star Wars
Rebels 100 "Spark of Rebellion", 102 "Rise of the Old
Masters", 104 "Breaking Ranks", 106 "Empire Day",
107 "Gathering Forces", 108 "Path of the Jedi" (Vision
to Ezra Bridger), 211 "Call to Action", 212 "Rebel
Resolve", 213 "Fire Across the Galaxy", 202 "Relics of
the Old Republic", 203 "Always Two Tere Are", 208 "Te
Future of the Force", 209 "Legacy", 216 "Shroud of
Darkness", 219-220 "Twilight of the Apprentice"

THRESHER

Tools used for harvesting crops. On the moon Raada, the
threshers used by the farming crews were pushed by hand,
floated on repulsors, utilized coolant and were fuelpowered. Kaeden Larte met new arrival Ashla, a mechanic,
when she brought her damaged thresher to be repaired, as
it had broken and injured her leg.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

CHAPTER 7:
MISCELLANEA

ARMORED CAVALRY

Specialist army units that moved on the battlefield
using armored assault vehicles such as walkers and tanks.
Examples included the combat drivers of the Imperial
Army. In the Imperial Military armored cavalry units were
used in heavy battalions.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

CROKIN

A strategy game that was played on the farming moon
of Raada. The game was played in two teams. Each team
took turns flicking small discs on a hexagonal board which
had pegs on it. If a disc did not hit a enemy disc already
on the board, it was removed. Points were scored by
knocking the enemy team's discs off the board, and also
by landing discs in the center of the board.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka

PREFABRICATED GROUND BASE

Employed by the Galactic Empire, and its successor as
part of their military at least until one year after the
galactic conflict's end in 19 BBY.
Appearances: N. Ahsoka
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